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Abstract
This thesis investigates bifurcations associated with periodic orbits with com-
plete chatter, as well as bifurcations associated with homoclinic trajectories,
in the dynamics of a pressure relief valve model. A combination of orig-
inal numerical implementations with analytical tools found in the existing
literature enables a deeper understanding of the dependence of the valve dy-
namics on system parameters. In particular, the transition from complete to
incomplete chatter along a family of periodic orbits is explored to find a cas-
cade of bifurcations that are then investigated further using a discrete-time
approximation to the system dynamics. In addition, a toolbox that formu-
lates a boundary value problem associated with a complete chatter sequence
is developed within the computational framework of the continuation pack-
age coco. Lastly, a Shilnikov-type homoclinic bifurcation is located and
the global manifold structure near this bifurcation point is explored using
continuation methods applied to appropriate boundary value problems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The work presented here aims to use analytical and computational tools to
explore nonlinear dynamics in a hybrid dynamical system model of a pressure
relief valve. Specifically, a mathematical model previously studied in [1] and
[2] of the valve dynamics is analyzed in parameter regions near the cessation
of chatter-like dynamics, as well as in the vicinity of a family of homoclinic
orbits to an equilibrium.
The analysis in the following chapters relies on a combination of analytical
results from the existing literature and original continuation-based computa-
tional implementations. For example, the analysis of the cessation of chatter
uses an analytical bypass map developed in [3] and a local unfolding near a
critical parameter value following the precedent set in [4], based on the ideas
discussed in [5].
In addition, a toolbox is developed within the coco computational frame-
work that sets up a boundary value problem associated with the implemen-
tation of the bypass map. This enables the use of continuation methods for
tracing families of periodic orbits with infinitely many impacts in finite time
under variations in problem parameters. Furthermore, near the parameter
value corresponding to the cessation of chatter-like dynamics, the continuous-
time dynamical system is approximated by a discrete-time dynamical system
in the form of an analytical map. The unfolding of this region of parame-
ter space is characterized by a cascade of complicated bifurcations for the
original model, as well as the approximate model.
Similarly, in the case of the family of homoclinic orbits to an equilibrium, our
analysis is inspired by the observations in [6] on the global manifold structure
near a Shilnikov-type homoclinic bifurcation. Here, we implement a similar
computational framework in the case of the hybrid dynamical system model
for the pressure relief valve. We uncover a reflection of the local bifurcation
1
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structure in the organization of these manifolds near the equilibrium.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1, we
review relevant terminology and notation pertaining to dynamical systems.
In Section 2, we briefly introduce the numerical methods used in this thesis.
The chapter concludes with a summary of the content of the remainder of
this thesis.
1.1 Dynamical Systems
Dynamical systems are physical systems whose state changes with respect
to an independent variable that in many cases is time. Dynamical systems
theory has been the subject of study for hundreds of years. Its primary origins
are in Newtonian mechanics with significant contributions from Poincare´ in
the late 1800’s, Andronov in the early 1900’s, and Smale in the second half
of the 1900’s, to mention a few [7].
Examples of physical systems that can be analyzed using this theory in-
clude a bouncing ball, a double pendulum, a vehicle suspension, and many
more. This theory is increasingly used for applications beyond its original de-
sign including biological systems, weather prediction technology, population
growth, and financial markets (e.g., [8, 9]). Throughout the years, dynamical
systems have been classified into subcategories and a standard mathematical
notation has been developed that will be described here briefly.
1.1.1 Categorizations
The state of a dynamical system is a function of an independent variable.
This variable can take values in the space of real numbers, R, or in the
space of integers, Z. This distinction divides dynamical systems into two
subcategories: continuous-time and discrete-time systems.
When the independent variable takes values in R, it is denoted by t and the
system is referred to as a continuous-time dynamical system. These systems
are mathematically modeled using one or more ordinary differential equations
(ODEs).
2
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When the independent variable takes values in Z, it is denoted by k and the
system is referred to as a discrete-time dynamical system. These systems are
mathematically modeled using difference equations or iterative maps.
Dynamical systems can also be categorized based on their dependence on
the independent variable. This criterion divides dynamical systems into two
additional categories: non-autonomous and autonomous systems.
The mathematical model for a non-autonomous system depends explicitly on
the independent variable. For example, the governing ODEs of a continuous-
time, non-autonomous system would explicitly include t in the equations. For
discrete-time, non-autonomous systems, the iterative maps would explicitly
include k.
The mathematical model for an autonomous system does not explicitly de-
pend on the independent variable. In the ODEs or iterative maps of these
systems, t or k, respectively, would not be present. For a given initial time t0
(tk0), the state at a later time t (tk) depends only on the elapsed time t− t0
(tk − tk0).
Each of these subcategories of dynamical systems can be described by a
standard set of mathematical notation with just slight differences from one
another to accommodate their distinct characteristics. This mathematical
notation will be outlined next.
1.1.2 Mathematical Model
A dynamical system is modeled mathematically using one or more equations
that describe how its state changes with respect to an independent variable.
The variables that completely describe the state of the system at any given
time are the dependent variables. The number of components in the state
of a system define the dimension of that system. In the previous section, we
have implicitly assumed a finite-dimensional state and will do so throughout
this thesis.
3
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The state of a system is typically expressed in vector-form:
y =

y1
y2
...
yn
 , (1.1)
where y1, y2, ..., yn are referred to as the state variables of the n-dimensional
system. The state space of a system is the set of all possible states, a subset
of Rn, where each dimension corresponds to one of the state variables.
For an autonomous, discrete-time system, the evolution of its state is ex-
pressed by a difference equation of the following form:
yk+1 = g(yk), (1.2)
typically augmented by an initial condition y0. A solution to this difference
equation is a sequence of {yk}∞k=0 such that Eqn. (1.2) holds.
For an autonomous, continuous-time dynamical system, the evolution of its
state is expressed as
y˙ = f(y), (1.3)
where f : Rn → Rn is the vector field of the system. A solution to such a
system of ODEs is a curve y(t) in the state space of the system.
1.1.3 Trajectories
Solutions to a dynamical system are often referred to as trajectories. There
are certain trajectories in dynamical systems theory that exhibit special prop-
erties. A trajectory is a fixed point for a discrete-time system if it satisfies
yk = y
∗ (1.4)
4
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for a fixed y∗ and for all k. The equivalent for a continuous-time system is
an equilibrium point and must satisfy
y(t) = y∗ (1.5)
for all t.
Another special solution of importance to this work is a periodic orbit. Peri-
odic orbits for a discrete-time system must satisfy
yk+K = yk (1.6)
for some K > 0 and all k. Similarly, a periodic orbit for a continuous-time
system must satisfy
y(t+ T ) = y(t) (1.7)
for some T > 0 and for all values of t.
More generally, the trajectories of a dynamical system can be described in
terms of a flow Φ(y0, t), which for a continuous-time system satisfies
∂
∂t
Φ(y0, t) = f(Φ(y0, t)), (1.8)
Φ(y0, 0) = y0. (1.9)
The flow is a map that takes the initial state of the system y0 and returns
the final state of the system after time t has elapsed.
Taking the first partial derivative with respect to y0 of the governing differ-
ential equation produces
∂
∂y0
∂
∂t
Φ(y0, t) =
∂
∂y
f(Φ(y0, t)) · ∂
∂y0
Φ(y0, t). (1.10)
By reversing the order of the derivatives, this relationship becomes the first
variational equation:
∂
∂t
∂
∂y0
Φ(y0, t) =
∂
∂y
f(Φ(y0, t)) · ∂
∂y0
Φ(y0, t) (1.11)
5
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with an initial condition of
∂
∂y0
Φ(y0, 0) = I (1.12)
obtained by taking the partial derivative with respect to y0 of the initial
condition provided in Eqn. (1.9).
Solutions of the first variational equation provide a linear approximation to
the sensitivity of the final state of a trajectory to perturbations in its initial
state. This can be used, for example, to evaluate the stability of equilibria
and periodic orbits.
For an equilibrium point, ∂
∂y
f(Φ(y∗, t)) = ∂
∂y
f(y∗), i.e. the Jacobian of the
vector field evaluated at the equilibrium point. The eigenvalues of this matrix
provide insight into the stability of the equilibrium point. The equilibrium
point is considered asymptotically stable if all of its eigenvalues have negative
real parts. If one of its eigenvalues has a positive real part, the equilibrium
is unstable. An equilibrium point that has at least one eigenvalue with a
positive real part and one with a negative real part is referred to as a saddle.
An eigenspace is a subspace of Rn formed by the union of the 0-vector with
the set of all eigenvectors associated with a particular eigenvalue. The direct
sum of the eigenspaces of all eigenvalues with a positive real part is known as
the unstable eigenspace of that particular equilibrium point. Similarly, the
direct sum of the eigenspaces of all eigenvalues with a negative real part is
known as the stable eigenspace.
An equilibrium is hyperbolic if none of its eigenvalues lie on the imaginary
axis. In this case, there exists stable and unstable manifolds through the
equilibrium and with tangent spaces at the equilibrium equal to the stable
and unstable eigenspaces. Trajectories on the stable manifold approach the
equilibrium in forward time. Trajectories on unstable manifold approach the
equilibrium in backward time. An intersection of the stable and unstable
manifolds away from the equilibrium point implies the existence of a trajec-
tory that approaches the equilibrium both in forward and backward time.
Such a trajectory is a homoclinic orbit.
To evaluate the stability of a periodic orbit, it is convenient to introduce a
Poincare´ section that is intersected by the periodic orbit at a point y∗. Such
6
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a Poincare´ section is a portion of a co-dimension-one hypersurface in state
space which can be used to visualize recurrent dynamics. The intersection
y∗ is a fixed point of a Poincare´ map that takes initial conditions near y∗
to the corresponding subsequent intersection with the Poincare´ section. The
stability of the periodic orbit is the stability of that fixed point. This can be
determined from the eigenvalues of the linearization of the Jacobian of the
Poincare´ map evaluated at y∗ which can be obtained from the solution of the
variational equations along the periodic orbit.
1.1.4 Hybrid Systems
Dynamical systems that exhibit both continuous-time and discrete-time be-
haviors are referred to as hybrid systems. A trajectory of such a system is
a finite or countable sequence of curve segments. Each curve segment is a
solution to a continuous-time dynamical system for some vector field fm,
where the index m describes the mode of the system. For all but the last
curve segment, the corresponding terminal point must lie on a co-dimension-
one surface given by the zero-level set of a scalar-valued event function he,
where the index e describes the associated event. Finally, the initial point
of the subsequent segment is the image of the terminal point of the previous
segment under a reset map gr, where the index r describes the connectivity
between the segments.
A trajectory of a hybrid dynamical system is thus associated with a finite or
countable sequence of mode identifiers, event identifies, and reset identifiers,
known as its signature. Individual curve segments need not lie in the same
state space. In fact, the reset maps can change the instantaneous dimension
of the state space. For example, in mechanical systems with friction, the
number of active state space dimensions changes depending on whether a
condition of stick or slip holds.
In impacting systems, a transition to a lower dimensional state space may
occur following an infinite sequence of free flight segments that accumulate
in finite time on the starting point of a sliding segment. Such a sequence is
referred to as complete chatter. A complete chatter sequence is characterized
by an asymptotically linear scaling relationship between consecutive impact
7
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velocities. When this holds initially for a finite sequence of impacts, this is
referred to a incomplete chatter.
The notions of equilibria, periodic orbits, homoclinic orbits, and stable and
unstable manifolds can be generalized without difficulty to the case of hybrid
dynamical systems. Notable exceptions include equilibria on event surfaces
and periodic orbits that intersect event surfaces tangentially [10].
For more information on hybrid systems, please see [11].
1.1.5 Bifurcation Theory
Bifurcation theory, as applied to dynamical systems, is the study of changes
in the qualitative nature of a system’s dynamics as system parameters vary.
In the context of this work, bifurcations associated with periodic orbits are of
particular interest. These bifurcations are commonly associated with changes
in the stability of a particular periodic orbit.
In a saddle-node bifurcation, two periodic orbits collide and disappear. In
a period-doubling bifurcation, a periodic orbit with twice the period of the
original orbit is created. Both of these are local bifurcations associated with
changes to the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the corresponding Poincare´
map.
A collision of a periodic orbit with an equilibrium point is an example of a
global bifurcation. This specific bifurcation is a homoclinic bifurcation and
is one of the topics of study in Chapter 5.
A special type of homoclinic bifurcation is referred to as a Shilnikov bifur-
cation (e.g., [12]) and occurs when the eigenvalues of the equilibrium are of
the form
λ1 = γ λ2,3 = σ ± iω, (1.13)
where σγ < 0, ω 6= 0 and
|γ| > |σ| > 0. (1.14)
Visualizing these bifurcations is often accomplished using an appropriate
8
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Poincare´ section and varying a system parameter. The graph of the collection
of states at the intersection with the Poincare´ section in steady state as a
function of the changing system parameter is referred to as a bifurcation
diagram. Such diagrams will be used throughout this work as an aid in the
study of bifurcations.
For a detailed review on bifurcations in hybrid dynamical systems, see [13].
1.2 Numerical and Computational Methods
Throughout this work, various numerical methods will aid in the study of
complete chatter and homoclinic bifurcations in a pressure relief valve model.
Specifically, numerical integration is used to approximate solutions to initial
value problems, and numerical continuation is used to approximate families
of solutions to boundary value problems. In this thesis, such analysis is
performed in MATLABr. Both of these methods will be explained in further
detail here.
1.2.1 Numerical Integration
Numerical integration starts with an initial state of the system and uses an
algorithm to approximately locate the state of the system after a step in the
independent variable. This algorithm is repeatedly applied until the time is
incremented to the desired final time. The result is a trajectory of discrete
points in state space that approximate the actual trajectory of the system.
To detect the intersection of a trajectory with a Poincare´ section, the step
size may be adjusted iteratively until the predicted state lies on the section.
The same technique is used to detect the intersection with an event surface
in simulation of hybrid dynamical systems.
9
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1.2.2 Numerical Continuation
Numerical continuation starts with an initial solution guess to a boundary
value problem and uses an algorithm to locate nearby approximate solutions
on the solution family. This algorithm is repeatedly applied until the number
of steps reaches a pre-defined maximum, or until the family has been fully
described within the computational domain.
A general formalism (e.g., [14]) for continuation is defined in terms of a
continuation zero problem E(u) = 0, where E : Rn → Rm is continuously
differentiable, n ≥ m ≥ 1, and u is a vector of continuation variables.
An extended continuation problem, F (u, µ) = 0 with
F : (u, µ) 7→
(
E(u)
M(u)− µ
)
(1.15)
is expressed in terms of a family of continuously differentiable monitor func-
tions, M : Rn → Rr, and a vector µ of continuation parameters.
The continuation parameters are divided into two groups: inactive and active.
Inactive continuation parameters do not change throughout the continuation
process whereas active continuation parameters are free to change.
The index set I ⊆ {1, ..., r} refers to the continuation parameters that are
inactive. Its complement J := {1, ..., r}/I refers to the active continuation
parameters. The restricted continuation problem is given by G(u, µJ) = 0,
where
G : (u, µJ) 7→ F (u, µ)|fixedµI . (1.16)
For a non-degenerate restricted continuation problem, the dimensional deficit
defines the dimension of the corresponding solution manifold. The dimen-
sional deficit is the difference between number of unknowns and the number
of equations, i.e. n − m − |I|. In later chapters, we show how to develop
boundary value problems within this formulation.
For more information on continuation methods, please see [15] and [16].
10
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1.3 Thesis Outline
The concepts and methods discussed thus far are detailed in subsequent
chapters and applied to the mathematical model of a pressure relief valve.
Chapter 2 provides background information on the most relevant literature
as it relates to the work presented here. This includes a section that sum-
marizes the previous work completed on the pressure relief valve system. It
also reviews the derivation of the chatter bypass map [3] and an associated
numerical scheme.
Chapter 3 implements the bypass map for numerical integration of complete
chatter in the pressure relief valve system. A study of the transition from
complete to incomplete chatter is performed. This includes numerical inte-
gration to investigate the bifurcation cascades associated with transition, and
the derivation and analysis of an iterative map which qualitative replicates
the bifurcation behavior.
Chapter 4 introduces the Bounce toolbox, a toolbox within the coco com-
putational framework for boundary value problems with chatter-like trajec-
tories. The discussion includes a section devoted to the motivation behind
the development of such a toolbox, followed by a detailed description of its
encoding and an example implementation.
In Chapter 5, boundary value problems are formulated to investigate the
bifurcation behavior of the pressure relief valve system near the homoclinic
bifurcation conjectured in [2]. Based on the analysis in [6], emphasis is
placed on the intersections of a two-dimensional unstable manifold and a
one-dimensional stable manifold of an equilibrium with a sphere surrounding
the equilibrium. The analysis shows changes in the relative geometry of these
intersections as a critical parameter value is crossed.
11
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Chapter 2
Background
The primary focus of this work is the study of a pressure relief valve system.
Previous studies in [1] and [2] were inspired by one of the authors’ own expe-
riences with a really noisy heating system; however, pressure relief valves are
used in numerous other applications including hydraulic power transmissions,
control systems, and fire engines (e.g., [17, 18]).
The pressure relief valve is an example of an impacting hybrid dynamical sys-
tem. Such systems can exhibit chatter-like dynamics with trajectories that
include infinitely many free flight segments in finite time. To aid the anal-
ysis of such dynamics, Nordmark and Piiroinen [3] introduced an analytical
tool to bypass the tail end of the chatter impacting sequence. They further
illustrated the implementation of this in a numerical scheme.
The first section of this chapter reviews previous work on the pressure relief
valve dynamics. The second section reviews the derivation of the chatter
bypass map and the corresponding computational method.
2.1 Pressure Relief Valve
In the work carried out in [1] and [2], the dynamics of an impacting pressure
relief valve system are investigated. A modified version of their mechanical
model is shown in Fig. 2.1.
12
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y1
System
β
Pump
Relief Valve
κ
δ
q
Figure 2.1: Pressure relief valve schematic modified from [1]. A pump
achieves a flow rate q of hydraulic fluid through a system of compliance
β. When the valve is closed (y1 = 0), pressure may build in the system.
Excess pressure is relieved by opening the valve.
The free flight continuous-time dynamics of this hybrid dynamical system
are governed by the vector field
f(y) =
 y2−κy2 − (y1 + δ) + y3
β(q − y1√y3)
 , (2.1)
where the state of the system is defined by the displacement of the valve
plug, y1, the velocity of the valve plug, y2, and the pressure in the system,
y3. The vector field is further parameterized by κ which represents viscous
damping, the compression δ of the spring when the plug is closed, the flow
rate q, and the ratio β of the compliance of the system to the stiffness of the
spring. For a full derivation of these dimensionless equations and definitions
of the dimensionless parameters, please refer to [1].
Discrete-time dynamics occur during collisions between the valve plug and
the valve seat and are given by an instantaneous change in the velocity y2 7→
−ry2, where r is the coefficient of restitution. An accumulating sequence of
such collisions in finite time results in yet another type of continuous-time
13
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dynamics. In this case, for dynamics in stick,
fs(y) =
 00
βq
 . (2.2)
Release from stick occurs when y3 exceeds δ.
In [1], the authors investigate the existence and bifurcations of equilibria
and non-chattering periodic orbits using numerical integration, numerical
continuation, and normal form analysis. They also study grazing bifurcations
of periodic orbits associated with zero-velocity collisions between the valve
plug and the valve seat.
In addition, in [2], a numerical analysis generates a collection of curves of
initial conditions whose forward dynamics include a zero-velocity collision.
Specifically, the G(k) curve consists of initial conditions on the impact plane,
y1 = 0, in state space that lead to a so-called grazing impact after k free flight
segments and k − 1 non-zero-velocity collisions. Consider the map from a
point on the impact plane with y2 > 0 to a subsequent point on the impact
plane with y2 > 0 reached after the next collision in the forward dynamics.
It follows that the image of G(k) under this map lies within G(k−1) for k > 1.
In [2], it was found that the G(k) curves accumulate onto a curve G∞ corre-
sponding to initial conditions that result in complete chatter with zero time
in stick. This curve is invariant from one collision to the next. Initial condi-
tions on one side of this curve correspond to forward dynamics with complete
chatter followed by a non-vanishing stick phase. On the other hand, trajecto-
ries based at initial conditions on the opposite side, but close to G∞, exhibit
incomplete chatter.
In this system, release from stick occurs at a unique location in state space
(0, 0, δ). Given this initial condition, if the outgoing velocity of a subsequent
collision lies in the region corresponding to complete chatter, then the trajec-
tory must be a periodic orbit, since it must return to (0, 0, δ). Such behavior
is only observed for very small values of q [2].
The curve G∞ emanates from the point (0, 0, δ) and, for some parameter
values, appears to spiral into a unique point with y2 > 0. In fact, the point
of accumulation can be shown to coincide with an intersection of the one-
14
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dimensional stable manifold of a saddle-type equilibrium with the impact
plane. The spiraling behavior relates to the spiraling of trajectories on the
corresponding two-dimensional unstable manifold. In particular, there exists
a unique trajectory on the unstable manifold that reaches the impact plane at
a point that is mapped onto G∞ by the impact map. We deduce the existence
of a two-dimensional surface that includes G∞ and a segment of its reflection
in the impact plane about the y3-axis, as well as the stable manifold and the
special trajectory on the unstable manifold, such that all initial conditions on
this surface correspond to forward dynamics with complete chatter followed
by a zero-length stick segment.
Similar spiraling behavior is observed for the other G(k) curves as exemplified
in Fig. 2.2.
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G(1) on y1 = 0
G(1) on Unstable Manifold
Grazing
Equilibrium Point
Figure 2.2: Collection of initial conditions that reach grazing after a free
flight segment. Here the blue curve is a trajectory on the unstable manifold
and the red curve is a family of points on the impact plane.
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For some combinations of parameter values, it may occur that the two-
dimensional unstable manifold of the saddle equilibrium includes a trajectory
that maps onto the intersection of the stable manifold with the impact plane
after a collision. This would imply the existence of a homoclinic orbit and
the potential for non-trivial nearby bifurcations when the homoclinic orbit is
destroyed.
The work presented in this thesis focuses on the behavior for values of q near
the critical value for which there exists a periodic orbit that leaves the impact
plane from a point on G∞, as well as near a critical value of q corresponding
to the existence of such a homoclinic orbit.
2.2 Complete Chatter
As an impacting system, the pressure relief valve has the unique possibility
of undergoing complete chatter. This is an interesting phenomenon; how-
ever, using computational tools for its study is made difficult by the need
to account for an infinite number of events. Neither numerical simulation
nor numerical continuation is able to capture such a phenomenon without
further simplifications.
This complication motivates the development of a discrete map that uses
finitely many collisions to predict the final state of complete chatter, just as
the system enters stick. Such a map would allow various computer imple-
mentations to bypass the tail end of the impact sequence. Such a chatter
bypass map is developed in [3] and will be reviewed here.
2.2.1 Chatter Bypass Map
The derivation of the bypass map involves the observation that the impact
points in a complete chatter sequence lie on the stable manifold of a unique
fixed point of a generalized impact map. This fixed point may be approx-
imated from an impact late in the sequence and an approximate tangent
vector to the stable manifold at the fixed point.
Specifically, consider a hybrid system that includes a vector field f(y), an
16
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event function h(y), and a reset map g(y), all of which are analytic. Assume
that the reset map is a near-identity impact map that can be written in the
following form
g(y) = y +W (y)v(y), (2.3)
where W is analytic, the velocity with respect to h is
v(y) := Lf (h)(y), (2.4)
and
Lf (h)(y) := ∇h(y) · f(y) (2.5)
is the Lie derivative of h along f . Eqn. (2.3) emphasizes the fact that if
the system impacts with zero velocity, it simply grazes and the impact law
becomes the identity.
Define the acceleration with respect to h by
a(y) := L2f (h)(y). (2.6)
Furthermore, let
r(y) := −(1− LWLf (h)(y)) (2.7)
such that v(g(y)) ≈ −r(y)v(y), for small v(y). We assume below that 0 <
r(y) < 1.
The methodology behind developing the complete chatter bypass map in-
volves defining a collection of maps that depend on y and an auxiliary vari-
able v, in such a way that we regain the original dynamics by letting v = v(y).
We will assume that y is close to a point y∗ where v(y∗) = 0 and the accel-
eration a(y∗) is negative. Consequently, we will rely on expanding various
maps as power series in v.
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Consider the maps Y1 and V1 defined as
Y1(y, v) = y +W (y)v,
V1(y, v) = Lf (Y1(y, v))(y)− Lf (h)(y) + v.
(2.8)
Notably, when v = v(y), Y1 reduces to the impact map and V1 equals the
velocity after impact. The Taylor series expansions of these relationships
about v = 0 are
Y1(y, v) = y +W (y)v,
V1(y, v) = −r(y)v +O(v2).
(2.9)
Next, let
E(y, v, t) =
h(Φ(y, t))− h(y)
t
− Lf (h)(y) + v. (2.10)
The Taylor series expansion of this expression about t = 0 gives
E(y, v, t) = v +
ta(y)
2
+O(t2). (2.11)
The implicit function theorem then implies that E(y, v, T (y, v)) = 0 where
T (y, v) ≈ − 2v
a(y)
+O(v2). (2.12)
When v = v(y), t is the free flight time required to return to the h(y) level
set of h.
Now, let
Y2(y, v) = Φ(y, t(y, v)),
V2(y, v) = Lf (Y2(y, v))(y)− Lf (h)(y) + v.
(2.13)
The corresponding Taylor series expansions around v = 0 are
Y2(y, v) = y − 2f(y)
a(y)
v +O(v2),
V2(y, v) = −v +O(v2).
(2.14)
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Combining Eqns. (2.8) and (2.13), a generalized impact mapping can be
formulated as follows:
Y3(y, v) = Y2(Y1(y, v), V1(y, v)),
V3(y, v) = V2(Y1(y, v), V1(y, v)).
(2.15)
The Taylor series expansions of these relationships around v = 0 are
Y3(y, v) = y +
(
2f(y)
a(y)
r(y) +W (y)
)
v +O(v2),
V3(y, v) = r(y)v +O(v2).
(2.16)
If y is on the impact surface and v is the incoming velocity, then Y3(y, v) is
the next impact point and V3(y, v) is the corresponding incoming velocity.
From Eqn. (2.16), it follows that any point of the form (y, 0) is a fixed point
of this map. In particular, the point (y∗, v(y∗)) is a fixed point of this map
since v(y∗) = 0.
The Jacobian of this map at such a fixed point is given by
J(y∗) =
(
I 2f(y
∗)
a(y∗) r(y
∗) +W (y∗)
0 r(y∗)
)
. (2.17)
The stable eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue r(y∗) is found to equal(
θ(y∗)
1
)
, (2.18)
where
θ(y∗) = −
2f(y∗)
a(y∗) r(y
∗) +W (y∗)
1− r(y∗) . (2.19)
As observed in [3], the stable manifold theorem then implies that there exists
a one-dimensional stable manifold through the point (y∗, 0) with tangent
vector given by the stable eigenvector such that for small v
y = Y4(y
∗, v) := y∗ + θ(y∗)v +O(v2) (2.20)
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and
Y3(y, v) = Y4(y
∗, V3(y, v)), (2.21)
i.e., the stable manifold is invariant under (y, v) 7→ (Y3(y, v), V3(y, v)).
The stable manifold can now be used to determine where chatter ends, by
solving the following relation for y∗
y = Y4(y
∗, v(y)) (2.22)
for a given impact with state y. In [3], it is shown that
y∗ = Q(y) := y +
1
1− r(y)
(
2r(y)
a(y)
f(y) +W (y)
)
v(y) + v(y)2,O(1) (2.23)
and the change in time associated with the change in state from y to the end
of chatter y∗ equals
∆t∗ = q(y) :=
1
1− r(y)
(
2
a(y)
r(y)
)
v(y) + v(y)2.O(1) (2.24)
2.2.2 Numerical Algorithm
Eqns. (2.23) and (2.24) provide an analytical framework for predicting, ap-
proximately, the initial condition for the stick segment that follows chatter.
In numerical simulations, it may be possible to apply this prediction provided
that an impact has been detected late in the sequence, in which case higher
order terms are negligible. This forms the basis for the numerical integration
scheme developed in [3].
At the tail end of the chatter sequence, h(y) and v(y) remain relatively small
in magnitude. This poses an issue for event detection. If the values remain
close to zero, it is more difficult to determine zero crossings due to the finite
precision of the numerical method.
Therefore, in [3], the authors propose the introduction of an extended state
that incorporates a scaling of both h(y) and v(y). The extended state intro-
duces two new state variables: µ is the outgoing velocity of the previous im-
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pact, which remains constant during the free flight segment, and η = h(y)/µ
is a scaled version of the event function. The extended state variable is
defined as
yˆ =
 yη
µ
 . (2.25)
The vector field associated with the extended state is
fˆ(yˆ) =
 f(y)v(y)µ
0
 . (2.26)
The extended event function is
hˆ(yˆ) = η, (2.27)
and the extended reset map is
gˆ(yˆ) =
 g(y)0
v(g(y))
 . (2.28)
Notably, η has the potential of achieving magnitudes of O(1), thus enabling
accurate event detection for impacts late in the sequence.
With the extended state defined, in the case that the hybrid dynamical sys-
tem includes no other events, the different modes necessary for numerical
simulation are defined in Table 2.1.
Notice that there are two mode identifiers associated with the extended state
and five with the original state. For convenience, we have broken up free
flight segments into distinct modes associated with a set of auxiliary event
functions and reset maps. These are tabulated in Table 2.2.
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Mode Vector Field Conditions
s1 f(y) h > 0, v > 0, a > 0
s2 f(y) h > 0, v > 0, a < 0
s3 f(y) h > 0, v < 0, a < 0
s4 fˆ(yˆ) η > 0, vˆ > 0, aˆ < 0
s5 fˆ(yˆ) η > 0, vˆ < 0, aˆ < 0
s6 fs(y) h = 0, v = 0, a < 0
s7 f(y) h > 0, v < 0, a > 0
Table 2.1: Modes for the analysis of complete chatter in a hybrid dynamical
system as formulated in [3]
Event Condition Mode Change Reset Map
I a(y) ↓ 0 s1 → s2 y 7→ y
II v(y) ↓ 0 s2 → s3 y 7→ y
III a(y) ↑ 0 s2 → s1 y 7→ y
IV h(y) ↓ 0 s3 → s4 y 7→ (g(y), 0, v(g(y))
V a(y) ↑ 0 s3 → s7 y 7→ y
VI vˆ(yˆ) ↓ 0 s4 → s5 yˆ 7→ yˆ
VII aˆ(yˆ) ↑ 0 s4 → s1 (y, η, µ) 7→ y
VIII η ↓ 0 s5 → s4 yˆ 7→ gˆ(yˆ)
IX η ↓ 0 s5 → s6 (y, η, µ) 7→ Q(y)
X aˆ(yˆ) ↑ 0 s5 → s7 y 7→ y
XI a(y) ↑ 0 s6 → s1 y 7→ y
XII a(y) ↓ 0 s7 → s3 y 7→ y
XIII h(y) ↓ 0 s7 → s1 y 7→ g(y)
XIV v(y) ↑ 0 s7 → s1 y 7→ y
Table 2.2: Event conditions and discrete changes in mode and state for the
analysis of complete chatter as defined in [3]
This table indicates the zero-crossings that trigger distinct events including
the direction of crossing. Each such event is associated with a change in
the mode identifier and a reset map. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 provide the logic
necessary to implement an event detection scheme for the forward simulation
of hybrid dynamical systems which undergo complete chatter.
The algorithm is complete once an appropriate error estimation is imple-
mented to test the bypass map’s accuracy. This is necessary to ensure that
the bypass map provides a good approximation to the actual final state at
the end of chatter. If the accuracy calculation does not meet the desired tol-
erance, another impact will be applied and the error will be estimated again
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until it falls below the tolerance.
Two conditions need to be confirmed before the bypass map is applied. First,
the algorithm needs to confirm that the acceleration at the predicted end of
chatter is negative so that the system will enter into stick. Secondly, to ensure
the error incurred by using the bypass map is within the desired tolerance,
the method calculates the bypass map’s prediction using the acceleration at
the current state and the acceleration at the state predicted by the bypass
map. Let
Q(y, a) = y +
1
1− r(y)
(
2r(y)
a
f(y) +W (y)
)
v(y). (2.29)
Then, if
||Q(y, a(y))−Q(y, a(Q(y)))||∞ <  (2.30)
for a desired tolerance , the bypass map is applied. If this inequality is not
satisfied, the system goes into another free flight phase.
This formalism provides an answer to the challenge of simulating systems
that undergo an infinite number of events. The numerical algorithm will be
applied to the pressure relief valve system in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
An Impacting System with Complete Chatter
In this chapter, the bypass map and corresponding numerical integration
method for systems that undergo complete chatter, proposed in [3] and dis-
cussed in Chapter 2, is implemented for the pressure relief valve system previ-
ously studied in [1] and [2]. The valve dynamics are explored over the range
of parameter space corresponding to chatter-like dynamics that was only
partially investigated previously. Furthermore, the transition from complete
chatter to incomplete chatter is investigated and demonstrates an interesting
cascade of bifurcations whose qualitative nature is then reproduced using an
analytical approach.
3.1 Mathematical Model
We proceed to express the mathematical model of the pressure relief valve
system in the notation introduced at the end of Chapter 2. Specifically, let
y ∈ R3 denote the regular state with corresponding vector fields
f(y) =
 y2−κy2 − (y1 + δ) + y3
β(q − y1√y3)
 (3.1)
and
fs(y) =
 00
βq
 . (3.2)
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Here,
g(y) =
 y1−ry2
y3
 , (3.3)
h(y) = y1, v(y) = y2, and a(y) = −κy2 − (y1 + δ) + y3.
For the extended state with yˆ =
(
y η µ
)T
∈ R5, the vector field is given
by
fˆ(yˆ) =

y2
−κy2 − (y1 + δ) + y3
β(q − y1√y3)
y2/µ
0
 . (3.4)
The corresponding velocity and acceleration are given by vˆ(yˆ) = v(y)/µ and
aˆ(yˆ) = a(y)/µ. Moreover,
gˆ(yˆ) =

y1
−ry2
y3
0
−ry2
 . (3.5)
Finally, let
Q(y, a) = y +
1
1− r
2r
a
 y2−κy2 − (y1 + δ) + y3
β(q − y1√y3)
+
 0−(1 + r)
0

 y2
(3.6)
, such that Q(y) = Q(y, a(y)).
Throughout this work, κ = 1.25 and β = 20. The quantities q, δ, and r are
used as bifurcation parameters.
With these definitions in hand, we are able to apply the scheme in Tables 2.1
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and 2.2 for forward simulation of the pressure relief valve dynamics, while
accounting for the required tolerance in the application of the bypass map.
An example of a steady state trajectory when q = 0.01, δ = 10, and r = 0.8
is shown in the time domain (Fig. 3.1) and in state space (Fig. 3.2) below.
This was obtained using numerical simulation with relative and absolute
tolerances of 10−9 and  = 10−6.
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
x 10−3
y 1
t
Figure 3.1: Steady state periodic trajectory complete chatter and period T ≈
3.56 in the time domain. See Fig. 3.2 for the corresponding representation
in state space.
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Figure 3.2: A periodic trajectory with complete chatter correspond to the
time history shown in Fig. 3.1
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3.2 Transition from Complete to Incomplete Chatter
A more focused investigation into the unfolding of the dynamics near a pa-
rameter value for which a periodic orbit exists with a point on G∞ will be
described here following the methodology in [4].
Fig. 3.3 shows the time spent in stick along a family of complete chatter
periodic orbits for r = 0.8, δ = 10, and q increasing. Specifically, for q =
qc ≈ 0.020056, the time in stick goes to zero and we obtain a complete chatter
periodic orbit with a point on G∞. This will be referred to as the border orbit.
0.014 0.015 0.016 0.017 0.018 0.019 0.02 0.021 0.022
0
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.1
q
t s
Figure 3.3: Time spent in stick, ts, as q changes along a family of periodic
orbits with complete chatter. The terminal point at q = qc ≈ 0.020056
corresponds to a periodic orbit with a point on G∞.
Steady state behavior sampled at intersections with the Poincare´ section
y3 = 9.7 in the direction of decreasing values of y3 is shown in Fig. 3.4 for
values of q slightly below qc and slightly above qc.
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(a) Complete chatter, q < qc
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x 10−3
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y 2
(b) Incomplete chatter, q > qc
Figure 3.4: Intersections with the Poincare´ section y3 = 9.7 of steady state
trajectories of complete and incomplete chatter, respectively. Each panel
includes approximately 150 sampled points.
For q ≤ qc, the steady state response is periodic; however, for q > qc, the
steady state response is no longer periodic, but the attractor is still close to
the border orbit and includes sequences of incomplete chatter.
As illustrated in [4] for the case of an impacting cam-follower mechanism,
and previously discussed in [5], the transition from complete to incomplete
chatter is associated with a cascade of bifurcations that happens over a very
small range of parameter values close to qc.
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This is illustrated in the brute-force bifurcation diagram shown in Fig. 3.5
and the enlargement in Fig. 3.6.
Figure 3.5: Brute-force bifurcation diagram of transition from complete to
incomplete chatter obtained by sampling steady state trajectories on the
Poincare´ section y3 = 9.7 for different values of q. For each value of q, the
trajectory is sampled during approximately 200 periods of the border orbit.
The number of impacts between each intersection with the Poincare´ increases
as q decreases. For the period-one orbits found near q ≈ 0.0202, this number
equals 36.
This figure shows a complicated collection of changes in the steady state
dynamics over a small parameter region following the cessation of complete
chatter. There is an infinite shrinking sequence of intervals that accumulate
on qc. The behavior in each interval appears to be a scaled version of the
behavior in the neighboring interval.
The bifurcation structure in one of these intervals is shown for a narrower
range of q values in Fig. 3.6. The family of periodic orbits seen on the left of
this diagram is born in a saddle-node bifurcation (not shown) to the left of the
disappearance of the previous attractor. As q increases, the periodic orbits
undergo a sequence of period-doubling bifurcations followed by windows of
chaos and periodicity. The subsequent disappearance of the attractor close
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to the next saddle-node bifurcation is likely associated with the tangential
contact with the impact surface of the steady state attractor.
Figure 3.6: One collection of bifurcations in the cascade associated with
the cessation of complete chatter. As q increases, the distance from the
family of impact points to G(1) decreases. It appears as though the attractor
disappears as G(1) is reached. The disappearance of the chaotic attractor
results in periodic steady state behavior along a family bordered by a saddle-
node bifurcation (not shown) and a sequence of period-doubling bifurcations.
Our goal is to develop an iterative map that qualitatively replicates this
behavior. Specifically, we are seeking a closed-form approximation of the
Poincare´ map associated with the Poincare´ section for q close to qc and on
a neighborhood of the intersection of the border orbit with the Poincare´
section.
As seen in panel (b) of Fig. 3.4 and supported by the discussion in [5],
the steady state dynamics of an impacting system in the neighborhood of a
border orbit is confined to an approximately one-dimensional invariant set.
When restricted to this invariant set, the Poincare´ map reduces to a one-
dimensional map that captures the essential dynamics of the system. The
same conclusion holds when considering the projection of iterates onto any
straight line on the Poincare´ section.
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Fig. 3.7 illustrates the restriction, Π(δy2, q), of the Poincare´ map to a straight
line with constant y1 through the intersection of the border orbit with the
Poincare´ section for q = qc.
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n = 34
Figure 3.7: Restriction of Poincare´ map to deviations in velocity from the
intersection of the border orbit with the Poincare´ section for q = qc along
a line of constant y1. Green points correspond to samples on the Poincare´
section after an incomplete chatter sequence with 34 impacts.
This graph is an infinite sequence of lobes of decreasing size that accumulates
onto a horizontal straight line at ∆y2 = 0. A lobe is a graph on a finite
interval over which the function is concave or convex. On this graph, the lobes
represent terminal points along trajectories exhibiting incomplete chatter and
the straight line corresponds to the family of complete chatter periodic orbits.
There are a few key characteristics of this graph that should be noted. Firstly,
over the range shown in the figure, it appears as though each lobe is a scaled
version both width-wise and height-wise of its neighboring lobes. Secondly,
this graph is obtained for the border value of q; however, if q is perturbed
from qc, it seems reasonable that this graph will also change. Such changes
are expected to be continuous in q.
Recall the definition of the G(k) curves in Chapter 2. These corresponded to
initial conditions in the impact plane that reach grazing after k free flight
segments. Similarly, we may consider initial conditions in the Poincare´ sec-
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tion that reach grazing after k free flight segments. As was the case on the
impact plane, these curves accumulate onto a curve G∞ of initial conditions
that undergo complete chatter followed by a zero-length stick segment. At
q = qc, the periodic orbit intersects the Poincare´ section on this curve. Lo-
cally, initial conditions on the opposite side of G∞ relative to the G(k) curves
undergo complete chatter with a non-zero stick segment and then fall onto
the border orbit after one iterate of the Poincare´ map. This corresponds to
the horizontal line in Fig. 3.7. On the other hand, an initial condition near
the border orbit on the G(k) curve corresponds to the left-end point of the
corresponding lobe in Fig. 3.7. As this point is approached from the right,
the k + 1-st impact velocity approaches zero. Each lobe corresponds to tra-
jectories that return to the Poincare´ section after a fixed number of impacts
that changes by one as a G(k) curve is crossed.
As q changes, the G(k) curves shift and deform in such a way as to intersect
the ∆y1 = 0 line in a slightly shifted sequence of points. To lowest order, the
amount of shift is proportional to the change in q. In each interval between
two such curves, to lowest order, the change in q implies a vertical shift in
the corresponding lobe.
These observations provide the opportunity to develop an analytical approx-
imation of this graph to be used to confirm the numerical results and further
investigate the sequence of bifurcations analytically.
Before doing so, it is important to recognize why this map will demonstrate
the cascading bifurcations seen using forward simulation of the governing
differential equations. This cascading behavior is related to the geometry of
the lobes and their position relative to the identity line. The intersections of
this graph with the identity line represent fixed points of the dynamics. The
slope at such an intersection characterizes the stability of the fixed point.
Specifically, as long as the slope is less than one in magnitude, the fixed
point is asymptotically stable. Stability is lost when the slope exceeds one in
magnitude. In particular, we note the existence of slope approaching −∞ at
the left end of each lobe. This corresponds to grazing contact of the forward
trajectory. If the identity line intersected such a point, the corresponding
periodic orbit would be infinitely unstable.
As q is perturbed, the lobes shift and deform resulting in the identity line
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intersecting different portions of a lobe, as well as, in succession, neighboring
lobes. We show below that this explains the different bifurcations that are
observed in the transition from complete chatter to incomplete chatter.
With that as motivation, let x0 denote the value of ∆y2 at the left end of
the green lobe shown in Fig. 3.7. Define the sequence x1, x2, ... as the corre-
sponding values of ∆y2 for the successive lobes in the direction of increasing
∆y2. In particular, limk→∞ xk = 0.
The width of the first lobe is defined as
∆x = x1 − x0, (3.7)
and the vertical offset between the start of the first and second lobes is defined
as
∆Π = Π(x1, qc)− Π(x0, qc). (3.8)
Reference [5] predicts that the sequences {xk+1 − xk}∞k=0 and {Π(xk+1, qc)−
Π(xk, qc)}∞k=0 are asymptotically geometric. Specifically, let
M := lim
k→∞
log
(
xk+1 − xk
xk − xk−1
)
(3.9)
and, similarly
Q := lim
k→∞
log
(
Π(xk+1, qc)− Π(xk, qc)
Π(xk, qc)− Π(xk−1, qc)
)
, (3.10)
such that M < 0 and Q < 0.
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Following [4], approximate the Poincare´ map Π(x, qc) by the piecewise func-
tion
Π˜(x, qc) =

Π0(x), x ∈ [x˜0, x˜1)
...
...
Πk(x), x ∈ [x˜k, x˜k+1)
...
...
0, x > 0
(3.11)
where
Πk(x) = γkp
(
x0 +
x− x˜k
βk
)
+ αk (3.12)
for a function
p(x) =
n∑
k=0
ck(x)
k + d
√
x− x0, (3.13)
scaling factors βk = e
kM and γk = e
kQ, a shift
αk = ∆Π
k−1∑
j=0
γj + p(x0)[1− γk], (3.14)
and
x˜k = x0 + ∆x
k−1∑
j=0
βj. (3.15)
To determine M and Q, note that
log (xk+1 − xk) ≈ (k − j)M + log (xj+1 − xj). (3.16)
Consequently, as a function of k the graph of the left-hand side approaches
a straight line with slope M for large enough k. We use a linear fitting of
such a graph to estimate M (and similarly Q).
Using this approach we obtain the values show in Table 3.1.
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Parameter Value
x0 −9.99× 10−3
∆x 6.5000× 10−4
∆Π −5.1732× 10−5
M −0.23124
Q −0.24839
Table 3.1: Parameter values associated with the approximate Poincare´
map. A sensitivity analysis was not performed on these values.
Moreover, following the precedent set in [4], we choose n = 3 in the expression
for p(x) as this produces lobes that are very similar in shape to those found
numerically. The values of the coefficients ck and d are determined such that
p(x) interpolates the end points of the green lobe Fig. 3.7 and the values at
points where the slope equals −1, 0, and 1, respectively. Numerical values
for the coefficients obtained using this method are provided in Table 3.2.
Parameter Value
c0 −0.07557
c1 −29.416
c2 −3487.2
c3 −1.2351
d −0.08776
Table 3.2: Coefficients in the expression p(x). A sensitivity analysis was not
performed on these values.
Using the approximate Poincare´ map, Π˜(x, qc), Fig. 3.8 illustrates a compar-
ison between the corresponding graph and the numerical results.
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Π˜(∆y2, qc)
Figure 3.8: Comparison between Π(∆y2, qc) obtained using numerical inte-
gration and Π˜(∆y2, qc) defined in the text.
As this demonstrates, the approximate map agrees well with the simulated
results for the first several lobes and qualitatively as the accumulation point
is approached. An estimate of the error is given by
lim
k→∞
x˜k = x0 +
∆x
1− eM ≈ 0.079 (3.17)
The approximate Poincare´ map can be iterated to produce qualitatively sim-
ilar results to the brute-force bifurcation diagram of the transition from com-
plete to incomplete chatter. Indeed, when q = qc + ∆q,
Π(x, q) ≈ Π˜(x+ σ∆q) + ρ∆q, (3.18)
where σ and ρ are constants determined by the rate of shift of the inter-
section of the G(k) curves with ∆y1 = 0, and the rate of shift of each lobe,
respectively, with respect to changes in q.
Here, we estimate σ and ρ by numerically computing Π(x, q) for three dif-
ferent values of q as shown in Fig. 3.9. By locating the left end point of the
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Figure 3.9: Shift in graph of Poincare´ map as q increases.
horizontal segment, we find σ ≈ 15.00 and ρ ≈ 3.35.
We include below a sequence of cobweb diagrams that show transient dy-
namics of the approximate Poincare´ map. In each diagram, the symbolic
color coding is:
• red lines are the approximation for Π(x, q);
• the green line represents the identity line;
• a blue star represents the initial condition for the iterative scheme;
• magenta stars represent each successive iterate after the initial condi-
tion;
• horizontal and vertical lines connect successive iterates to the identity
line.
Initially, let the change in q be such that the identity line intersects one of
the lobes near its peak, as well as at its ending point as shown in Fig. 3.10.
For the particular initial condition shown in the figure, the forward trajectory
converges to the stable fixed point near the peak of the lobe. One important
feature of this figure is that as the graph is shifted further in the positive
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yk
y k+
1
Figure 3.10: Cobweb diagram showing convergence to a stable fixed point.
horizontal and vertical directions, the intersection with the lobe’s endpoint
will disappear. Therefore, there is a loss of a fixed point.
As this graph continues to shift as q is increased through this transition
range, the identity line eventually intersects the lobe at a point with slope
slightly below −1 as shown in Fig. 3.11. In this case, initial conditions near
the fixed point result in trajectories that spiral outward and converge onto a
period-two orbit alternating between a point on each side of the fixed point.
yk
y k+
1
Figure 3.11: Cobweb diagram showing convergence to a period-two orbit.
As q is increased further, the fixed point moves up the left-hand side of the
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lobe that corresponds to an increasingly large negative slope. Cobweb dia-
grams for successive values of q are shown in Fig. 3.12 to better demonstrate
the implications to the system dynamics.
yk
y k+
1
(a)
yk
y k+
1
(b)
yk
y k+
1
(c)
Figure 3.12: Cobweb diagrams showing convergence to increasingly more
complicated dynamics as the slope at the intersection between the identity
line and graph becomes increasingly negative.
Finally, increasing q a little more illustrates a situation where the identity
line intersects the previous lobe in the sequence tangentially as shown in
Fig. 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Cobweb diagram showing convergence to a new stable fixed
point created in a saddle-node bifurcation.
Such a saddle-node bifurcation corresponds to the creation of a new sta-
ble fixed point, as was also observed in the brute-force bifurcation diagram.
By a similar analysis, it is possible to see how the sequences of saddle-node
bifurcations, period-doubling bifurcations, and chaotic windows form the bi-
furcation cascades observed in the numerical analysis of the pressure relief
valve model.
A bifurcation diagram for the steady state behavior of the approximate
Poincare´ map is shown in Fig. 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Bifurcation diagram for discrete-dynamical system described by
Π˜(∆y2 + σdq, qc) + ρdq. Numerical values for σ and ρ are given in the text.
This diagram resembles the cascade of bifurcations observed using numeri-
cal simulations of the differential equations. In contrast to the brute-force
diagram, it is not necessary to artificially skew the diagram in order to make
out the vertical details along the cascade (as was done in Fig. 3.5). There
are notable differences between the two diagrams in terms of the detailed
bifurcation structure. It may be possible to get improved agreement by a
more careful fitting of Π0(x) to the left of half of the first lobe.
In [4], the authors argue that improved quantitative agreement may follow
from a more accurate determination of the border orbit. To this end, we
proceed in the next chapter to discuss a numerical continuation based analysis
tool for complete chatter orbits.
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Chapter 4
Numerical Computational Tools
The complete chatter periodic orbits discussed in Chapter 3 were obtained
using numerical continuation. Continuation is a numerical method that starts
with an initial solution guess to an underdetermined boundary value problem
and uses an algorithm to locate nearby approximate solutions on the solution
family. There are several software packages that implement continuation
algorithms including Auto [19], MatCont [20], and the Computational
Continuation Core referred to in this thesis as coco [14]. The work presented
here was implemented using coco.
4.1 coco’s Current Toolboxes
The coco software package follows a paradigm of modular construction of
continuation problems where one can embed continuation problems inside
larger problems. An elementary continuation problem can be formulated
using the coco_add_func toolbox constructor. In addition, there are pre-
defined wrappers of coco_add_func for building special cases of elementary
continuation problems. By combining such calls to the basic problem con-
structor and these specialized wrappers, one can create more complicated
constructors of composite continuation problems. Such constructors form
the fundamental building blocks of a coco toolbox.
The official release of coco [21] includes several different toolboxes that can
be used to formulate different types of boundary value problems. One of
the most basic toolboxes is the collocation (coll) toolbox. This toolbox will
be briefly discussed here along with the periodic orbit (po) toolbox and the
hybrid systems periodic orbit (hspo) toolbox.
The continuation problem implemented by the coll toolbox encodes a col-
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location problem for a trajectory segment of a continuous-time system which
allows for the continuation of such a segment along a family of solutions to
an associated boundary value problem.
Consider a continuous-time dynamical system whose dynamics are described
by
y˙(t) = f(y, p), (4.1)
where f : Rn × Rq → Rn is the vector field, and parameterized by a vector
of problem parameters, p ∈ Rq.
The collocation continuation problem represents a discretization of Eqn. (4.1)
in terms of a finite set of unknowns. Suppose that the solution, y(t), on the
interval [0, T ] is approximated by a continuous piecewise polynomial function
of degree m across N intervals. In the collocation zero problem, the colloca-
tion conditions require that this approximation satisfies Eqn. (4.1) exactly at
m collocation nodes within each interval. Additionally, continuity conditions
are imposed to ensure that the individual polynomial interpolants form a
continuous approximate solution throughout the entire interval [0, T ]. The
derivation of these relationships in the case of a uniform mesh can be found
in Chapter 6 of [14]. For an adaptive mesh, the formulation is in Chapters
18 and 20 of [14].
The po toolbox constructs an instance of the coll toolbox and then appends
additional equations to the zero problem that impose equality between the
starting and ending points of the trajectory segment.
The hspo toolbox allows for multiple trajectory segments to be coupled se-
quentially as a representation of a periodic solution to a hybrid dynamical
system. Specifically, the toolbox constructs M instances of the coll toolbox
and appends additional equations corresponding to segments terminating on
event surfaces and being connected through reset maps.
Each of these toolboxes provides very useful features beyond formulating
these specific zero problems for continuation purposes. They accommodate
adaptive discretization. This allows for the trajectory to be divided into
very few segments along portions that contain relatively small changes in the
state (for example, near an equilibrium point) and into more segments along
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portions that contain relatively large variations in state. Furthermore, these
toolboxes monitor solutions to the associated variational equations, as well
as suitably defined stability characteristics. In particular, these toolboxes
provide the ability to detect, and in some cases continue, bifurcations.
Despite all of these features, there is still one issue that is impossible to resolve
with the current implementation of the hspo toolbox. This issue arises when
a hybrid system requires an adaptive number of trajectory segments as would
be the case for an approximation to a complete chatter sequence. The current
implementation of the hspo toolbox cannot handle systems that need to have
a varying number of segments, individually approximated using collocation.
Due to the object-oriented nature of the implementation, each hspo object
must have a fixed number of instances of the coll toolbox. That the number
and types of toolbox objects within a continuation problem cannot change
during continuation is a general property of coco.
This restriction makes it difficult to implement an appropriate boundary
value problem that includes the bypass map developed in [3] (discussed in
Chapters 2 and 3) for continuation of trajectories that include complete chat-
ter. The bypass map is applied after appending a sufficient number of seg-
ments to satisfy the corresponding tolerance. This may require adaptive
changes to the number of segments during continuation. To resolve this
challenge, we develop a special-purpose toolbox that can accommodate an
adaptive number of trajectory segments. This will be described in detail
throughout this chapter, with an example implementation provided in Sec-
tion 4.2.3.
4.2 The Bounce Toolbox
4.2.1 Motivation
The primary goal behind the development of the bounce toolbox is to satisfy
the potential need to have an adaptive number of segments to approximate a
given solution trajectory with complete chatter. Specifically, within the scope
of this work, in order to implement the chatter bypass map, it is necessary to
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add additional segments until the tolerance condition in Eqn. (2.30) is met.
The proposed bounce toolbox supports this functionality.
The existing coco toolboxes each follow the typical computer science prac-
tice of encoding one problem class per function (or toolbox, in this case).
The primary objective of the coll toolbox is to define the collocation zero
problem. The po toolbox adds a periodicity condition to the collocation zero
problem (and, possible a phase condition in the case of an autonomous dy-
namical system). The hspo toolbox sets up the sequence of collocation zero
problems and boundary conditions associated with event functions and reset
maps.
The goal of the bounce toolbox is to encode an approximation of a solution to
a chatter sequence in a hybrid dynamical system with an adaptive number
of trajectory segments. Each of the segments must satisfy an equation of
the form Eqn. (4.1) for a vector field f that is common to all segments.
Similarly, there exists a single event function h, common to all segments,
such that the corresponding terminal points lie on the zero-level set of h. For
all but the last segment, the terminal points are mapped to the initial point
on the subsequent segment through a reset map g that is again common
to all segments. The toolbox further includes the initial point on the stick
segment that follows the end of chatter. This point must be the image under
the bypass map Q of the terminal point of the last segment. The fact that f ,
h, and g are common to all the segments provides the justification necessary
to combine all of these segments into one toolbox and therefore, one object
in coco’s representation of the continuation problem.
4.2.2 Encoding
The bounce zero problem encoded below includes a collocation zero problem
for each individual segment and appends associated boundary conditions
as described above. Each of the M collocation zero problems consist of
Nmn+(N−1)n collocation and continuity conditions for theNn(m+1)+q+1
unknowns corresponding to the state y at m+ 1 basepoints in each of the N
intervals, the q problem parameters, and the interval length T . Thus, each
collocation zero problem has a nominal dimensional deficit of n+ q+ 1. The
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boundary conditions impose an additional M event conditions and (M −1)n
internal reset conditions. This reduces the dimensional deficit to Mq + n.
The bypass map provides the same number of equations as unknowns, so
it doesn’t affect the dimensional deficit. After gluing each of the sets of
parameters from the individual segments to one another, providing q(M −1)
additional equations, the dimensional deficit reduces to n+ q.
4.2.2.1 The Bounce Zero Problem
The mathematical relationships described above are encoded within the fol-
lowing coco-compatible zero function, bounce_F.
function [data, y, J] = bounce_F(prob, data, u)
pr = data.pr;
y = []; % zero-problem
glu = []; % gluing parameters
gluJ = zeros(pr.nsegs -1,numel(u)-pr.xdim+1);
k = 1;
e_j = []; % event and jump conditions
J = []; % Jacobian
totT = u(pr.totT_idx); % total time
incT = 0;
tIdxs = [];
idxL = pr.seg_idx{pr.nsegs};
u_segL = u(idxL);
mapsL = pr.chatter_seq{pr.nsegs}.maps;
for i = 1:pr.nsegs
segIdx = pr.seg_idx{i};
u_seg = u(segIdx);
seg = pr.chatter_seq{i};
maps = seg.maps;
mesh = seg.mesh;
x = u_seg(maps.xbp_idx);
T = u_seg(maps.T_idx);
p = u_seg(maps.p_idx);
xcn = reshape(maps.W*x, maps.x_shp);
pcn = repmat(p, maps.p_rep);
fcn = pr.ode_F(pr, T*mesh.tcn’, xcn, pcn);
ode = mesh.fka.*fcn;
ode = (0.5*T/maps.NTST)*ode(:)-maps.Wp*x;
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cnt = maps.Q*x;
y = [y; ode; cnt]; % collocation zero-problem per segment
fdxcn = pr.ode_DFDX(pr, T*mesh.tcn’, xcn, pcn);
dxode = mesh.dxka.*fdxcn;
dxode = sparse(maps.dxrows, maps.dxcols , dxode(:));
dxode = (0.5*T/maps.NTST)*dxode*maps.W-maps.Wp;
pr.bounce_Jx = dxode;
if nargout >=3
fdtcn = pr.ode_DFDT(pr, T*mesh.tcn’, xcn, pcn);
dTode = mesh.fka.*(fcn+T*fdtcn.*...
repmat(mesh.tcn’,[pr.xdim 1]));
dTode = (0.5/maps.NTST)*dTode(:);
fdpcn = pr.ode_DFDP(pr, T*mesh.tcn’, xcn, pcn);
dpode = mesh.dpka.*fdpcn;
dpode = sparse(maps.dprows, maps.dpcols , dpode(:));
dpode = (0.5*T/maps.NTST)*dpode;
J = blkdiag(J, [dxode dTode dpode; ...
maps.Q sparse(maps.Qnum ,1+maps.pdim)]);
end
% gather parameter glueing conditions
if i < pr.nsegs
glu = [glu; u_segL(mapsL.p_idx) - u_seg(maps.p_idx)];
if nargout >=3
for j = 1:numel(mapsL.p_idx)
gluJ(k, idxL(mapsL.p_idx(j))) = 1;
gluJ(k, segIdx(maps.p_idx(j))) = -1;
k = k+1;
end
end
end
% gather event and jump conditions
if i < pr.nsegs
u_temp = u(pr.seg_idx{i+1});
x0 = u_temp(pr.chatter_seq{i+1}.maps.x0_idx);
e_j = [e_j; pr.F(pr.hhan, x(end-pr.xdim+1:end),p); ...
x0 - pr.F(pr.ghan,x(end-pr.xdim+1:end), p)];
else
xInf = u(pr.bypass_idx);
e_j = [e_j; pr.F(pr.hhan, x(end-pr.xdim+1:end),p); ...
xInf - pr.F(pr.bypass_han , x(end-pr.xdim+1:end), p)];
end
incT = incT + T;
tIdxs = [tIdxs; segIdx(maps.T_idx)];
end
% append parameter glue
y = [y; glu];
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if nargout >=3
J = [J; gluJ];
end
% append event and jump conditions
y = [y; e_j];
if nargout >=3
J = jump_DFDU(prob, data, u, J);
end
% total time condition
y = [y; totT - incT - pr.bpT_han(x(end-pr.xdim+1:end), p)];
if nargout >=3
J(end+1, tIdxs) = -1;
J(end, pr.totT_idx) = 1;
end
data.pr = pr;
end
This function returns a vector of residuals for the bounce zero problem.
These are, in order, the collocation conditions and continuity conditions for
the first segment, for the second segment, and so on, followed by gluing
conditions on the problem parameters, event and reset conditions for the first
segment, for the second segment, and so on, and followed by the difference
between a variable representing the total time in chatter and the sum of
interval lengths for the M segments. The encoding of the collocation and
continuity conditions is essentially the same as in the coll toolbox of coco
and thoroughly documented in [14]. Because of our use of the data structure
format of the coll toolbox, each segment has its own copy of the problem
parameters. The gluing conditions eliminate this redundancy.
This function also computes the corresponding Jacobian of the bounce zero-
problem in order to reduce the number of looping structures and redundant
computations for the quantities that the zero-problem and Jacobian have in
common. The Jacobian of event conditions and reset maps is computed in a
separate function, jump_DFDU, in order to keep the encoding organized and
concise. Its encoding is shown below.
function J = jump_DFDU(prob, data, u, J)
pr = data.pr;
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r = numel(J(:,1))+1;
for i = 1:(pr.nsegs)
idx = pr.seg_idx{i};
u_seg = u(idx);
maps = pr.chatter_seq{i}.maps;
x1 = u_seg(maps.x1_idx);
p = u_seg(maps.p_idx);
J(r, idx([maps.x1_idx; maps.p_idx])) = pr.DF(pr.hhan, ...
pr.dhdxhan , pr.dhdphan , x1, p);
if i < pr.nsegs
J(r+(1:data.xdim), idx(end)+(1:data.xdim)) = eye(pr.xdim);
J(r+(1:pr.xdim), idx([maps.x1_idx; maps.p_idx])) = ...
-pr.DF(pr.ghan, pr.dgdxhan , pr.dgdphan , x1, p);
elseif i == pr.nsegs
xInf = u(pr.bypass_idx);
J(r+(1:numel(xInf)), pr.bypass_idx) = eye(numel(xInf));
J(r+(1:numel(xInf)), idx([maps.x1_idx; maps.p_idx])) = ...
-pr.DF(pr.bypass_han , pr.bypass_dx , pr.bypass_dp , x1, p);
end
r = r + pr.xdim + 1;
end
data.pr = pr;
end
This encoding makes calls to a bounce function whose handle is stored in
pr.DF. For example, the call
pr.DF(pr.hhan, pr.dhdxhan , pr.dhdphan , x1, p);
computes the derivative of the event function encoded in pr.hhan with re-
spect to the problem variables, optionally encoded in pr.dhdxhan, and with
respect to the problem parameters, optionally encoded in pr.dhdphan. If
no derivative functions are provided to the bounce toolbox, then these func-
tion handles are empty. In this case, coco provides some built-in numeri-
cal finite-difference approximations through the functions coco_ezDFDX and
coco_ezDFDP. This flexible handling of derivatives is the purpose of the func-
tion dfhan whose handle is stored in pr.DF. The full encoding is provided
in the Appendix.
The ability to vary the number of segments adaptively during continuation
is made possible by the remesh function of the bounce toolbox. A remesh
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function compares the various error estimates associated with the problem
discretization against pre-defined tolerances and adjusts the problem for-
mulation as necessary. For the bounce toolbox, these error estimates are
encoded in bounce_err function shown below:
function [data, chart, y] = bounce_err(prob, data, chart, u)
pr = data.pr;
cdata = coco_get_chart_data(chart, pr.bounce.tbid);
if isfield(cdata, ’err’)
y = cdata.err;
else
y = [];
for i = 1:pr.nsegs
seg = pr.chatter_seq{i};
int = seg.int;
maps = seg.maps;
u_seg = u(pr.seg_idx{i});
cp = reshape(maps.Wm*u_seg(maps.xbp_idx), ...
[int.dim pr.bounce.NTST(i)]);
y1 = maps.wn*max(sqrt(sum(cp.^2,1)));
y = [y; y1];
end
[~, idx] = max(abs(y));
cdata.err = [y(idx); y(idx)/pr.bounce.TOL];
cdata.seg_errs = y;
y = cdata.err;
% bypass map error estimate
x1 = u_seg(maps.x1_idx);
p = u_seg(maps.p_idx);
[~, b_err] = data.bypass_han(x1, p);
y = [y; b_err; b_err/pr.bounce.TOL];
cdata.err = y;
chart = coco_set_chart_data(chart, data.bounce.tbid, cdata);
end
The function loops over the segments and accumulates the error associated
with the collocation discretization. It then calls a function that implements
the bypass map to estimate the associated truncation error. The encoding
of the bypass map follows the format of reset maps for the hspo toolbox,
but must include a second output argument that evaluates to the truncation
error when present.
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Given the function bounce_err, the remesh function of the bounce toolbox
is encoded in bounce_remesh shown below:
function [prob, stat, xtr] = bounce_remesh(prob, data, ...
chart, ub, Vb)
pr = data.pr;
cdata = coco_get_chart_data(chart, pr.bounce.tbid);
oldNsegs = pr.nsegs;
if cdata.err(3) > pr.bounce.bpINC
pr.nsegs = pr.nsegs + 1;
pr.chatter_seq{pr.nsegs} = pr.chatter_seq{oldNsegs};
pr.bounce_tst.segs{pr.nsegs} = pr.bounce_tst.segs{oldNsegs};
pr.seg_idx{pr.nsegs} = pr.seg_idx{oldNsegs};
pr.x0{pr.nsegs} = pr.x0{oldNsegs};
pr.t0{pr.nsegs} = pr.t0{oldNsegs};
pr.bounce_tst.M0{pr.nsegs} = pr.bounce_tst.M0{oldNsegs};
pr.bounce_tst.P{pr.nsegs} = pr.bounce_tst.P{oldNsegs};
cdata.seg_errs = [cdata.seg_errs; ...
cdata.seg_errs(end-1:end)];
pr.bounce.nsegs = pr.nsegs;
pr.bounce_tst.nsegs = pr.nsegs;
pr.bounce.NTST(pr.nsegs) = pr.bounce.NTST(oldNsegs);
pr.bounce.NCOL(pr.nsegs) = pr.bounce.NCOL(oldNsegs);
elseif cdata.err(3) < pr.bounce.bpDEC
pr.nsegs = pr.nsegs - 1;
pr.bounce.nsegs = pr.nsegs;
end
ua = [];
Va = [];
xtr = [];
offset = 0;
bounce = pr.bounce;
for k = 1:pr.nsegs
seg = pr.chatter_seq{k};
int = seg.int;
maps = seg.maps;
mesh = seg.mesh;
ub_seg = ub(pr.seg_idx{k});
Vb_seg = Vb(pr.seg_idx{k},:);
xtr_seg = maps.xtr; % Current invariant elements
u = ub_seg(maps.xbp_idx); % current basepoint values
V = Vb_seg(maps.xbp_idx ,:); % current tangent vector / space
cp = reshape(maps.Wm*u, [int.dim bounce.NTST(k)]);
cp = sqrt(sum(cp.^2,1));
cp = nthroot(cp, int.NCOL);
cpmn = nthroot(0.5*(bounce.TOLINC+bounce.TOLDEC)/maps.wn,...
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int.NCOL);
ka = mesh.ka;
s = bounce.SAD; % Equidistributed when s=1, uniform when s=0
F = [0 cumsum((1-s)*cpmn*ka+s*cp, 2)]; % cum error estimate
t = [0 cumsum(ka, 2)];
NTSTi = min(ceil(maps.NTST*1.1+1), bounce.NTSTMX);
NTSTd = max(ceil(maps.NTST/1.025-1), bounce.NTSTMN);
err = cdata.seg_errs(k);
maps2 = maps;
if err>bounce.TOLINC && maps.NTST~=NTSTi
bounce.NTST(k) = NTSTi;
maps2 = coll_maps(int, NTSTi, maps.pdim); % Update data
elseif err<bounce.TOLDEC && maps.NTST~=NTSTd
bounce.NTST(k) = NTSTd;
maps2 = coll_maps(int, NTSTd, maps.pdim); % Update data
end
th = linspace(0, F(end), maps2.NTST+1);
tt = interp1(F, t*(maps2.NTST/t(end)), th, ’pchip’);
% Update mesh-dependent data
mesh2 = coll_mesh(int, maps2, tt);
tbp = mesh.tbp(maps.tbp_idx); % New basepoints
xbp = reshape(u, maps.xbp_shp);
xbp = xbp(:, maps.tbp_idx);
x0 = interp1(tbp’, xbp’, mesh2.tbp, ’pchip’)’;
u1 = x0(:);
V1 = zeros(numel(mesh2.tbp)*int.dim, size(V,2));
for i=1:size(V,2)
vbp = reshape(V(:,i), maps.xbp_shp);
vbp = vbp(:, maps.tbp_idx);
v0 = interp1(tbp’, vbp’, mesh2.tbp, ’pchip’)’;
V1(:,i) = v0(:);
end
if k == pr.nsegs && oldNsegs > pr.nsegs
% if number of segments decreases
xtr_seg([(1:pr.xdim)’; maps.xtrend]) = 0;
xtr_seg2 = xtr_seg;
xtr_seg2(maps.xtrend) = maps2.xtr(maps2.xtrend)+offset;
xtr_seg = [xtr_seg; xtr_seg2];
elseif k == oldNsegs && oldNsegs < pr.nsegs
% if number of segments increases
xtr_seg = [];
elseif k == 1
xtr_seg(1:pr.xdim) = maps2.xtr(1:pr.xdim);
xtr_seg(maps.xtrend) = 0;
elseif k == pr.nsegs
xtr_seg(1:pr.xdim) = 0;
xtr_seg(maps.xtrend) = maps2.xtr(maps2.xtrend)+offset;
else
xtr_seg([(1:pr.xdim)’; maps.xtrend]) = 0;
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end
xtr = [xtr; xtr_seg];
seg.maps = maps2;
seg.mesh = mesh2;
pr.chatter_seq{k} = seg;
pr.seg_idx{k} = (1:numel(maps2.xtr))’ + offset;
offset = offset + numel(pr.seg_idx{k});
ua = [ua; u1; ub_seg(maps.Tp_idx)];
Va = [Va; V1; Vb_seg(maps.Tp_idx ,:)];
end
xInf = ub(pr.bypass_idx);
totT = ub(pr.totT_idx);
ua = [ua; xInf; totT];
Va = [Va; zeros(numel(xInf)+1, numel(Va(1,:)))];
pr.bypass_idx = (numel(ua)-numel(xInf)):numel(ua)-1;
pr.totT_idx = pr.bypass_idx(end) + 1;
xtr = [xtr; pr.bypass_idx ’; pr.totT_idx];
pr.bounce = bounce;
data.pr = pr;
prob = coco_change_func(prob, data, ’u0’, ua, ’vecs’, Va);
stat = ’success’;
end
First, chart data stored by bounce_err is retrieved in order to access the
discretization error estimates. The first conditional structure tests the bypass
error to determine if there needs to be a change to the number of segments
and then makes the appropriate changes to the toolbox data structure. The
large looping structure then remeshes all of the segments using the collocation
remeshing method that is discussed in [14].
For the bounce toolbox, the continuation variables that define the interface
of a bounce object with other parts of the continuation problem are the first
segment’s initial state, the final segment’s problem parameters, the total
time, and the state corresponding to the initial point on the stick segment.
Therefore, these are the only unknowns that need to have their indices stored
in the xtr vector to inform coco of where in the complete list of continuation
variables they are located.
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4.2.2.2 An Embeddable Constructor
The following function, bounce_construct_segs , is a coco-compatible tool-
box constructor that takes as inputs a continuation problem structure (prob),
a function data structure (data), and an initial solution guess (sol).
function [prob, data] = bounce_construct_segs(prob, data, sol)
[data, sol] = init_data(data, sol);
pr = data.pr;
u0 = [];
t0 = [];
tEst = 0;
for i = 1:pr.nsegs
u0 = [u0; sol{i}.u0];
t0 = [t0; sol{i}.t0];
tEst = tEst + sol{i}.T;
end
x1 = pr.x0{pr.nsegs};
est = pr.bypass_han(x1(end,:)’, pr.p0);
u0 = [u0; est; tEst];
prob = coco_add_func(prob, pr.bounce.fid, @bounce_F , ...
data, ’zero’, ’u0’, u0, ’t0’, t0, ’remesh’, ...
@bounce_remesh , ’F+DF’);
uidx = coco_get_func_data(prob, ’bounce’, ’uidx’);
idx = uidx(pr.seg_idx{pr.nsegs});
maps = pr.chatter_seq{pr.nsegs}.maps;
prob = coco_add_pars(prob,’pars’,idx(maps.p_idx),pr.pnames);
data.pr = pr;
end
This function calls init_data which populates the function data structure
with fields necessary to organize the continuation problem including
• fid, the bounce function identifier;
• chatter_seq, a cell array of the collocation information for each seg-
ment;
• seg_idx, a cell array of the integer indices that reference each segment’s
continuation variables;
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• bypass_idx, integer indices that reference the image of the bypass
map;
• totT_idx, integer index that references the total time in chatter;
The encoding of init_data is provided in the Appendix.
The function bounce_construct_seg then compiles all of the initial solu-
tion guesses for each segment into one array that is sent into coco_add_func
as the initial solution to the bounce zero-problem encoded in bounce_F.
Lastly, the call to coco_add_pars appends a monitor function that con-
strains the problem parameters to inactive continuation parameters and then
labels them using the parameter names provided.
4.2.2.3 An Embeddable Generalized Constructor
Similarly to the original coco toolboxes, the bounce toolbox includes an
embeddable generalized toolbox constructor. This reads in, organizes, and
completes basic error checking on all the function inputs. These include
function handles to the vector field, the event function, the reset map, and
the bypass map. In addition, a call to ode_isol2bounce includes an ap-
proximate sampled time history for each of the M segments, values for the
problem parameters, and an optional array of parameter labels. The com-
plete encoding is provided here:
function prob = ode_isol2bounce(prob, oid, varargin)
tbid = coco_get_id(oid, ’bounce’);
str = coco_stream(varargin{:});
grammar = ’F [DFDX [DFDP]] T0 X0 P0 [PNAMES] BP ...
[BP_DX [BP_DP]] [OPTS]’;
args_spec = {
’F’, ’cell’, ’{@}’, ’fhan’, [], ’read’, {}
’DFDX’, ’cell’, ’{@|[]}’, ’dfdxhan’, {[] [] []}, ’read’, {}
’DFDP’, ’cell’, ’{@|[]}’, ’dfdphan’, {[] [] []}, ’read’, {}
’T0’, ’cell’, ’{[num]}’, ’t0’, [], ’read’, {}
’X0’, ’cell’, ’{[num]}’, ’x0’, [], ’read’, {}
’P0’, ’’, ’[num]’, ’p0’, [], ’read’, {}
’PNAMES’, ’cell’, ’{str}’, ’pnames’, {}, ’read’, {}
’BP’, ’’, ’@’, ’bp_han’, [], ’read’, {}
’BP_DX’, ’’, ’@|[]’, ’bp_dx’, [], ’read’, {}
’BP_DP’, ’’, ’@|[]’, ’bp_dp’, [], ’read’, {}
};
opts_spec = {
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’-bounce -end’, ’’, ’’, ’end’, {}
’-end-bounce’, ’’, ’’, ’end’, {}
};
[args, opts] = coco_parse(grammar , args_spec , opts_spec , ...
varargin{:});
nos = [numel(args.fhan) numel(args.dfdxhan) ...
numel(args.dfdphan)];
assert(all(nos==3), ’%s: incomplete fcn handle spec’, tbid);
assert(numel(args.p0)==numel(args.pnames) || ...
isempty(args.pnames), ’%s: incompatible no. of ...
elements for ’’p0’’ and ’’pnames’’’, tbid);
assert(numel(args.x0)==numel(args.t0), ...
’%s: # of segs in ’’t0’’ and ’’x0’’ do not match’,...
mfilename);
[sol, data] = bounce_read_solution(’’, ’’, args);
data = bounce_init_data(prob, data, oid, sol);
prob = bounce_add(prob, data, sol);
prob = ode_add_tb_info(prob, oid, ’bounce’, ’seq’, ’seg’, ...
bounce_sol_info());
end
After parsing all of the inputs, the function ode_isol2bounce initializes
the bounce function data structure using bounce_init_data(see Appendix).
Then, ode_isol2bounce invokes bounce_add to construct the entire bounce
zero problem, append monitor functions for the associated variational prob-
lem and error estimates, and add special points associated with error esti-
mates exceeding critical thresholds. The encoding of bounce_add is provided
in the Appendix.
The monitor function for the variational problem is encoded in the functions
var and bounce_P shown below.
function [data, chart, y] = var(prob, data, chart, u)
pr = data.pr;
tstB = pr.bounce_tst;
ctst = tstB.segs;
for i = 1:pr.nsegs
u_seg = u(pr.seg_idx{i});
seg = pr.chatter_seq{i};
tst = pr.bounce_tst.segs{i};
maps = seg.maps;
mesh = seg.mesh;
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x = u_seg(maps.xbp_idx);
T = u_seg(maps.T_idx);
p = u_seg(maps.p_idx);
xcn = reshape(maps.W*x, maps.x_shp);
pcn = repmat(p, maps.p_rep);
fdxcn = pr.ode_DFDX(pr, T*mesh.tcn’, xcn, pcn);
dfode = mesh.dxka.*fdxcn;
dfode = sparse(maps.dxrows, maps.dxcols , dfode(:));
dfode = (0.5*T/maps.NTST)*dfode*maps.W-maps.Wp;
J = [tst.row; dfode; maps.Q];
tst.M = J\tst.rhs;
ctst{i} = tst;
tstB.M0{i} = tst.M(tst.M0_idx ,:);
end
tstB.segs = ctst;
pr.bounce_tst = tstB;
data.pr = pr;
P = bounce_P(prob, data, u);
M = P{1};
for i = 2:pr.nsegs
M = P{i}*M;
end
tstB.P = P;
tstB.bounce_M = M;
pr.bounce_tst = tstB;
data.pr = pr;
y = [];
end
function P = bounce_P(prob, data, u)
pr = data.pr;
tst = pr.bounce_tst;
P = cell(1,tst.nsegs);
p = u(tst.p_idx); % Problem parameters
for i=1:pr.nsegs
u_seg = u(pr.seg_idx{i});
seg = pr.chatter_seq{i};
maps = seg.maps;
ctst = pr.bounce_tst.segs{i};
M0 = ctst.M(ctst.M0_idx ,:);
M1 = ctst.M(ctst.M1_idx ,:);
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x1 = u_seg(maps.x1_idx); % Seg end point at t=1
dim = numel(x1);
fs = pr.ode_F(data, 0, x1, p);
dhdx = pr.DF(pr.hhan, pr.dhdxhan , pr.dhdphan , x1, p);
if i < pr.nsegs
dgdx = -pr.DF(pr.ghan, pr.dgdxhan , pr.dgdphan , x1, p);
elseif i == pr.nsegs
dgdx = pr.DF(pr.bypass_han , pr.bypass_dx , ...
pr.bypass_dp , x1, p);
end
% Multiplication by saltation matrix
P{i} = dgdx(:,1:pr.xdim)*(eye(dim)-(fs*dhdx(1:pr.xdim))...
/(dhdx(1:pr.xdim)*fs))*M1/M0;
end
end
This implementation computes the Jacobian of the flows associated with each
segment in the same manner as the coll toolbox. However, as this system is
a hybrid dynamical system, it is necessary to correct for the influence of the
event conditions and reset maps. This is done in a matter identical to the
encoding of hspo with the exception of the substitution of the bypass map
for the last segment. This computes the Jacobian of the initial condition on
the stick segment with respect to the initial condition on the first free flight
segment in the bounce toolbox.
4.2.3 Example: Pressure Relief Valve
The pressure relief valve system discussed throughout this work will be used
as an example to demonstrate the implementation of the bounce toolbox and
its capabilities. Specifically, we encode the vector field, event function, and
reset map, in the extended formulation, as shown below.
function f = valve(x, p)
x1 = x(1,:);
x2 = x(2,:);
x3 = x(3,:);
x5 = x(5,:);
ka = p(1,:);
de = p(2,:);
be = p(3,:);
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q = p(4,:);
f = zeros(5, numel(x1));
f(1,:) = x2;
f(2,:) = -ka.*x2-(x1+de)+x3;
f(3,:) = be.*(q-(x1.*sqrt(x3)));
f(4,:) = x2./x5;
end
function h = event(x, p)
x4 = x(4,:);
h = zeros(1, numel(x4));
h(1,:) = x4;
end
function j = jump(x, p)
x1 = x(1,:);
x2 = x(2,:);
x3 = x(3,:);
e = p(5,:);
j = zeros(5,numel(x1));
j(1,:) = x1;
j(2,:) = -e.*x2;
j(3,:) = x3;
j(4,:) = j(1,:)./j(2,:);
j(5,:) = j(2,:);
end
For the pressure relief valve, the bypass map is encoded below:
function [j, err] = cMap(x, p)
x1 = x(1,:);
x2 = x(2,:);
x3 = x(3,:);
x5 = x(5,:);
ka = p(1,:);
de = p(2,:);
be = p(3,:);
q = p(4,:);
e = p(5,:);
j = zeros(3,numel(x1));
j(1,:) = x1+((2.*e.*x2.^2)./((-1+e).*(x1-x3+de+x2.*ka)));
j(2,:) = 0;
j(3,:) = x3+((2.*e.*x2.*(q-x1.*sqrt(x3)).*be)./...
((-1+e).*(x1-x3+de+x2.*ka)));
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if nargout > 1
gradVt = 1/x5*[0, 1, 0, 0, -x2/x5];
Ft = zeros(5,numel(x1));
Ft(1,:) = x2;
Ft(2,:) = -ka*x2-(x1(1)+de)+x3;
Ft(3,:) = be*(q-x1*sqrt(x3));
Ft(4,:) = x2/x5;
Wt = x5*[0; -(1+e); 0; -(x1/x5)/x2; 0];
rt = -(1 + gradVt * Wt);
at = gradVt * Ft;
y1 = j;
up = y1(5);
vp = y1(2);
gradVp = 1/up*[0, 1, 0, 0, -vp/up];
Fp = zeros(5, numel(x1));
Fp(1,:) = y1(2,:);
Fp(2,:) = -ka*y1(2,:)-(y1(1,:)+de)+y1(3,:);
Fp(3,:) = be*(q-y1(1)*sqrt(y1(3)));
Fp(4,:) = x2/x5;
ap = gradVp * Fp;
yp = x + ((1/(1-rt))*(2*Ft*rt/ap+Wt)*x2/x5);
err = max(abs(y1(1:3)-yp(1:3)));
end
end
It is important to note that this function calculates the bypass map, but
also provides a truncation error estimate when the number of outputs in the
function call is greater than 1. This is essential to the implementation as the
bounce toolbox requires such an error estimate to determine whether or not
the number of segments is sufficient or should be increased or possibly even
reduced. In the analysis below, we are not concerned with the time of flight.
Consequently, the function whose handle is stored in data.bpT_han simply
returns zero.
For this system, the dynamics that involve complete chatter for very small
values of q are periodic, as discussed in Chapter 3. In this implementation, we
use the bounce toolbox to represent the chatter sequence and two instances
of the coll toolbox to represent the stick segment and the subsequent free
flight segment. Encodings of the vector fields associated with these segments
are provided below.
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function f = field3(x, p)
x1 = x(1,:);
x2 = x(2,:);
x3 = x(3,:);
ka = p(1,:);
de = p(2,:);
be = p(3,:);
q = p(4,:);
f = zeros(3,numel(x1));
f(1,:) = x2;
f(2,:) = -ka.*x2-(x1+de)+x3;
f(3,:) = be.*(q-(x1.*sign(x3).*sqrt(abs(x3))));
end
function f = fieldS(x, p)
x1 = x(1,:);
x2 = x(2,:);
x3 = x(3,:);
be = p(3,:);
q = p(4,:);
f = zeros(3,numel(x1));
f(1,:) = x2;
f(3,:) = be.*(q-x1.*sqrt(x3));
end
The corresponding event functions and reset maps are shown below.
function [data, h] = event3(prob, data, u)
x1 = u(1,:);
h = zeros(1,numel(x1));
h(1,:) = x1;
end
function [data, h] = eventS(~, data, u)
% event functions
x1 = u(1,:);
x2 = u(2,:);
x3 = u(3,:);
ka = u(4,:);
de = u(5,:);
h = zeros(1,numel(x1));
h(1,:) = -ka.*x2-(x1+de)+x3;
end
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function [data, j] = jump35(prob, data, u)
% jump functions
% first segment (apply jump)
x1_1f = u(1,:);
x2_1f = u(2,:);
x3_1f = u(3,:);
% second segment (equate to jump map results)
x1_2i = u(4,:);
x2_2i = u(5,:);
x3_2i = u(6,:);
x4_2i = u(7,:);
x5_2i = u(8,:);
e = u(9,:);
j = zeros(5,numel(x1_1f));
j(1,:) = x1_2i - x1_1f;
j(2,:) = x2_2i + e.*x2_1f;
j(3,:) = x3_2i - x3_1f;
j(4,:) = x4_2i - (x1_1f./(-e.*x2_1f));
j(5,:) = x5_2i + e.*x2_1f;
end
For reset maps that correspond to the identity, the coco_add_glue construc-
tor is used. The following sequence of commands builds the corresponding
continuation problem and performs continuation under variations in q.
>> prob = coco_prob();
>> prob = coco_set(prob, ’cont’, ’NAdapt’, 1);
>>
>> % initial flight segment
>> prob = ode_isol2coll(prob, ’seg0’, @field3 , t0, y0, p0);
>>
>> % bounce sequence , includes chatter bypass map
>> prob = ode_isol2bounce(prob, ’’, {@field,@event ,@jump},...
tB, xB, p0, {’kap’, ’del’, ’beta’, ’q’, ’e’}, @cMap);
>>
>> % stick segment
>> prob = ode_isol2coll(prob, ’stick’, @fieldS , tf, yf, p0);
>>
>> % get all necessary data
>> [uidx0, dat0] = coco_get_func_data(prob, ’seg0.coll’, ...
’uidx’, ’data’);
>> maps0 = dat0.coll_seg.maps;
>> [uidxB, datB] = coco_get_func_data(prob, ’bounce’, ...
’uidx’, ’data’);
>> maps1 = datB.chatter_seq{1}.maps;
>> mapsL = datB.chatter_seq{datB.nsegs}.maps;
>> idxL = uidxB(dataB.seg_idx{datB.nsegs});
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>> [uidxS, datS] = coco_get_func_data(prob, ’stick.coll’, ...
’uidx’, ’data’);
>> mapsS = datS.coll_seg.maps;
>> % add boundary conditions
>> prob = coco_add_func(prob, ’d0’, @event3 , dat0, ’zero’, ...
’uidx’, uidx0(maps0.x1_idx(1)));
>> prob = coco_add_func(prob, ’j35’, @jump35 , dat0, ...
’zero’, ’uidx’, [uidx0(maps0.x1_idx); ...
uidxB(maps1.x0_idx); uidx0(maps0.p_idx(5))]);
>> prob = coco_add_glue(prob, ’bp’, uidxB(datB.bypass_idx),...
uidxS(mapsS.x0_idx));
>> prob = coco_add_func(prob, ’acl’, @eventS , datS, ’zero’,...
’uidx’, uidxS([mapsS.x1_idx; mapsS.p_idx(1:2)]));
>> prob = coco_add_glue(prob, ’po’, uidx0(maps0.x0_idx), ...
uidxS(mapsS.x1_idx));
>> prob = coco_add_glue(prob, ’pars’, [idxL(mapsL.p_idx); ...
idxL(mapsL.p_idx)], [uidx0(maps0.p_idx); ...
uidxS(mapsS.p_idx)]);
>> prob = coco_add_pars(prob, ’stick’, uidxS(mapsS.T_idx), ...
{’T_s’});
>> prob = coco_set(prob, ’cont’, ’ItMX’, 100, ’h_min’, 0.005);
>> coco(prob, ’demo’, [], 1, {’q’, ’T_s’}, {[p0(4) 10]});
Here, after the bounce object and the two surrounding coll objects are cre-
ated, the boundary conditions are added using calls to coco_add_func with
unique function identifiers corresponding to the following boundary condi-
tions:
• ’d0’, termination for free flight segment;
• ’j35’, reset condition from free flight segment to chatter sequence;
• ’inf’, reset condition from the image of the bypass map to the initial
condition of the stick segment;
• ’accl’, event condition for stick segment;
• ’po’, reset condition between stick segment and free flight segment.
The screen output that results from executing these commands is shown
below.
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STEP DAMPING NORMS COMPUTATION TIMES
IT SIT GAMMA ||d|| ||f|| ||U|| F(x) DF(x) SOLVE
0 2.32e-03 5.04e+02 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 1 1.00e+00 8.40e-04 5.09e-10 5.04e+02 0.1 0.6 0.0
2 1 1.00e+00 1.83e-07 1.70e-13 5.04e+02 0.1 1.2 0.1
STEP TIME ||U|| LABEL TYPE q T_s
0 00:00:03 5.0387e+02 1 EP 1.8000e-02 5.5707e-02
10 00:00:47 3.7563e+02 2 6.3118e-03 1.7823e-01
14 00:01:04 3.6745e+02 3 EP 1.0000e-03 2.1854e-01
STEP TIME ||U|| LABEL TYPE q T_s
0 00:01:07 5.0387e+02 4 EP 1.8000e-02 5.5707e-02
7 00:01:47 3.9847e+02 5 MXCL 2.0041e-02 2.9292e-03
8 00:01:47 3.9847e+02 MXCL 2.0054e-02 1.1591e-03
These results demonstrate that the time in stick decreases as q increases
towards a critical value. In this specific run, continuation terminates with an
MXCL point triggered by the error associated with the bypass map exceeding
a critical threshold. This is due to the fact that more than one additional
segment is necessary to meet the bypass tolerance condition and that the
current implementation only changes the number of segments by one at a
time. Implementing a version in which more than one segment can be added
or subtracted from the problem in one call to bounce_remesh is left for future
work.
Here we attempt to overcome this problem by reducing the maximum step
size for the coco atlas algorithm with the following call to coco_set
prob = coco_set(prob, ’cont’, ’h_max’, 0.01);
This forces the algorithm to take smaller steps in the active parameter and
allows the remesh algorithm more opportunities to add segments to meet the
bypass map tolerance setting. With this adjustment, the following command
coco(prob, ’demo’, [], 1, {’T_s’, ’q’}, {[0 10] [p0(4) 0.3]});
produces the screen output shown below.
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STEP DAMPING NORMS COMPUTATION TIMES
IT SIT GAMMA ||d|| ||f|| ||U|| F(x) DF(x) SOLVE
0 2.32e-03 5.04e+02 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 1 1.00e+00 8.49e-04 6.97e-10 5.04e+02 0.1 0.6 0.0
2 1 1.00e+00 3.63e-07 1.66e-13 5.04e+02 0.1 1.1 0.1
STEP TIME ||U|| LABEL TYPE T_s q
0 00:00:03 5.0387e+02 1 EP 5.5714e-02 1.8000e-02
10 00:00:31 3.7455e+02 2 5.1035e-02 1.8277e-02
20 00:00:58 3.7851e+02 3 4.5591e-02 1.8579e-02
30 00:01:24 3.8244e+02 4 3.9804e-02 1.8876e-02
40 00:01:52 3.8633e+02 5 3.3602e-02 1.9165e-02
50 00:02:20 3.9019e+02 6 2.6864e-02 1.9441e-02
60 00:02:51 3.9402e+02 7 1.9382e-02 1.9698e-02
70 00:03:23 4.0530e+02 8 1.0792e-02 1.9921e-02
80 00:04:14 4.3395e+02 9 2.9198e-04 2.0056e-02
80 00:04:30 4.3739e+02 10 MXCL 2.8838e-04 2.0056e-02
81 00:04:30 4.3739e+02 MXCL 0.0000e+00 2.0056e-02
STEP TIME ||U|| LABEL TYPE T_s q
0 00:04:31 5.0387e+02 11 EP 5.5714e-02 1.8000e-02
10 00:04:58 3.7459e+02 12 6.0181e-02 1.7721e-02
20 00:05:24 3.7461e+02 13 6.4934e-02 1.7409e-02
30 00:05:50 3.7463e+02 14 6.9500e-02 1.7096e-02
40 00:06:16 3.7466e+02 15 7.3901e-02 1.6781e-02
50 00:06:41 3.7469e+02 16 7.8154e-02 1.6466e-02
60 00:07:07 3.7472e+02 17 8.2275e-02 1.6150e-02
70 00:07:32 3.7475e+02 18 8.6275e-02 1.5833e-02
80 00:07:58 3.7479e+02 19 9.0165e-02 1.5517e-02
90 00:08:24 3.7482e+02 20 9.3953e-02 1.5200e-02
100 00:08:50 3.7486e+02 21 EP 9.7648e-02 1.4884e-02
This time the MXCL point is triggered for a much smaller value of the time
in stick, resulting in an approximate location of the border orbit at q = qc ≈
0.020056.
To visualize the results, a call to bounce_read_solution (see Appendix)
returns a cell array for the time history of each segment in the chatter se-
quence. Similarly, the two calls to coll_read_solution extract the time
histories for the free flight and stick segments, respectively. As an example,
the following commands extract the time histories for the first solution point
found during continuation and shown in Fig. 4.1.
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figure(1); hold on; grid on;
xlabel(’y1’); ylabel(’y2’); zlabel(’y3’);
s0 = coll_read_solution(’seg0’, ’demo’, 1);
sB = bounce_read_solution(’’, ’demo’, 1);
sS = coll_read_solution(’stick’, ’demo’, 1);
plot3(s0.xbp(:,1), s0.xbp(:,2), s0.xbp(:,3), ’b’);
for j = 1:numel(sB)
plot3(sB{j}.xbp(:,1), sB{j}.xbp(:,2), sB{j}.xbp(:,3), ’r’);
end
plot3(sS.xbp(:,1), sS.xbp(:,2), sS.xbp(:,3), ’g’);
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Figure 4.1: Periodic orbit with complete chatter approximated using the
bounce toolbox. Here, the blue line is the first free flight segment, the red
lines are the segments included in the bounce toolbox instance, and the green
line is the stick segment (quite small).
The family of periodic orbits studied in Chapter 3, including the border
orbit, were obtained using this method. A complete encoding of the bounce
toolbox is available in the Appendix. Suggestions for future improvements
to the toolbox are provided in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5
Global Behavior Near a Homoclinic Bifurcation
In this chapter, we present a preliminary investigation of the bifurcation
structure near a critical point corresponding to the existence of a homoclinic
orbit in the pressure relief valve dynamics. This includes a study of the global
stable and unstable manifolds and their relative arrangement on either side
of the bifurcation point.
This chapter presents several boundary value problems for approximating
the homoclinic orbit, nearby periodic orbits, as well as trajectories on the
stable and unstable manifolds of an equilibrium point. The formulation is
inspired by the analysis in [6]. In this chapter, the boundary value problems
are implemented in coco and continuation is used.
Homoclinic bifurcations are examples of global bifurcations that are associ-
ated with potentially complicated changes to nearby steady state behaviors.
For more information on different boundary value formulations for the pur-
pose of performing continuation of homoclinic orbits, see [22], [23], and [24].
For similar techniques applied to stable and unstable manifolds, see [6], [16],
and [25].
5.1 Homoclinic Bifurcation
5.1.1 Motivation
The work conducted in [1] and [2] investigates several aspects of the global
dynamics of the pressure relief valve system as discussed in Chapter 2. In
this chapter, we verify the existence of a homoclinic orbit, conjectured by the
authors of [2], and analyze nearby dynamics using continuation methods.
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Fig. 5.1 shows an approximation of such a homoclinic orbit obtained for
q = 0.3, δ = 10, and r = 0.65.
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Figure 5.1: An approximation to a homoclinic orbit found using the contin-
uation methods discussed in the text.
This is associated with a saddle-type equilibrium point located at y1 =
0.0944, y2 = 0, and y3 = 10.0944. The Jacobian of the vector field at
the equilibrium has eigenvalues λs = −4.455 and λu,u¯ = 1.454± 3.495i with
corresponding eigenvectors
vs =
 0.0627−0.2794
0.9581
 , vu,u¯ =
 −0.0268∓ 0.0535i0.1479∓ 0.1713i
0.9722
 . (5.1)
Here <(λu)λs < 0, =(λu) 6= 0, and |λs| > |<(λu)| which implies that the
homoclinic trajectory is associated with a Shilnikov-type homoclinic bifur-
cation. The saddle quantity σ := λs + <(λu) is negative. Since the stable
manifold is one-dimensional and the unstable manifold is two-dimensional,
this implies that the Shilnikov bifurcation is of the chaotic type, associated
with a snaking family of periodic orbits, additional homoclinic bifurcations,
and complicated steady state dynamics.
The unfolding of Shilnikov bifurcations has been studied extensively in the
literature [26, 27, 28, 29], including by making creative use of continuation
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methods [6]. In this thesis, we apply similar techniques to a hybrid dynam-
ical system with impacts (see also [30] for work on homoclinic bifurcations
concerning hybrid systems).
5.1.2 Boundary Value Problem Formulation
We proceed to formulate a boundary value problem that can be used to ap-
proximately locate a homoclinic orbit. The boundary value problem will con-
sist of two segments: one that lies on the two-dimensional unstable manifold
and terminates on the impact plane, and one that lies on the one-dimensional
stable manifold and starts on the impact plane.
The dimension of the solution manifold near a regular solution point is given
by the dimensional deficit of the continuation problem. To highlight the con-
tributions of different parts of the boundary value problem to the dimensional
deficit, we make its calculation explicit throughout the formulation.
Each segment will be approximated by a collocation zero problem using the
coll toolbox. Therefore, each corresponding collocation zero problem has a
nominal dimensional deficit of 4. The total nominal dimensional deficit at
this stage of construction is 8.
We proceed to apply suitable boundary conditions, namely
• the second segment must end on the impact plane;
• the first segment must end a distance 1 away from the equilibrium
point along the stable manifold;
• the second segment must start on a circle of radius 2 around the equi-
librium point on the unstable manifold at a point determined by an
angle θ relative to a suitable chosen basis in the tangent space;
• the initial state of the first segment must equal the image of the fi-
nal state of the second segment under the reset map associated with
impacts.
Here, 1, 2, and θ are continuation variables that are determined by the re-
stricted continuation problem. These boundary conditions impose 10 equa-
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tions and introduce 3 unknowns. The total nominal dimensional deficit at
this stage of construction is therefore 1. For example, if 1 and 2 are fixed,
a regular solution point to this boundary value problem must be unique un-
der one-parameter variations away from the critical parameter value. In this
case, if one varies two parameters, for example q and δ, one expects to get a
one-dimensional family of homoclinic trajectories. In parameter space, such
a family is a homoclinic bifurcation curve.
The formulation of the boundary conditions on the stable and unstable man-
ifold either requires that the equilibrium point and associated eigenvectors
are known, or that they are solved as part of the continuation problem. For
example, to find the equilibrium, one might introduce 3 additional unknowns
and impose the condition that the vector field vanish at the corresponding
point implying no change in the dimensional deficit. In general, the goal is to
formulate any additional constraints in such a way that unknowns added to
the problem are associated with the same number of equations and, therefore,
do not impact the dimensional deficit.
Let y(1) denote the discretized trajectory for the first segment and let y(2)
denote the discretized trajectory for the second segment. Moreover, let a
subscript i represent an initial state and f represent the final state on a
segment. Two of the boundary conditions then become
h(y
(2)
f ) = 0 (5.2)
and
y
(1)
i = g(y
(2)
f ). (5.3)
Let yep denotes the unknown equilibrium point such that
f(yep, p) = 0 (5.4)
J(yep)vs − λsvs = 0 (5.5)
vs
Tvs − 1 = 0 (5.6)
where J(yep) denotes the corresponding Jacobian of the vector field. It then
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follows that
yep + 1vs − y(1)f = 0. (5.7)
Similarly, to constrain the second segment’s initial state, consider the equa-
tions
J(yep)vu − λuvu = 0,
<(vu) T=(vu) = 0,
<(vu) T<(vu)− 1 = 0.
(5.8)
It then follows that
yep + 2 cos θ<(vu) + 2 sin θ =(vu)||=(vu)|| − y
(2)
i = 0. (5.9)
In the next section, we append these boundary conditions to the two-segment
continuation problem.
5.1.3 Numerical Results
5.1.3.1 Homoclinic Orbit
The software package coco is used to perform continuation on the boundary
value problem formulated above. An initial solution guess can be found by
performing continuation on subproblems that omit the connectivity condi-
tion associated with impact. This method was used in the analysis below.
Specifically, sweeps were performed to map out the intersection of the un-
stable manifold with the impact plane. While keeping 1 and 2 fixed, r was
varied until the image of this intersection under the reset map was close to
the intersection of the stable manifold with the impact plane.
Given this initial solution guess, a zero-dimensional atlas algorithm was used
to locate an approximate homoclinic trajectory under variations in r for
1 = 2 = 0.005. The results are shown below.
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STEP DAMPING NORMS COMPUTATION TIMES
IT SIT GAMMA ||d|| ||f|| ||U|| F(x) DF(x) SOLVE
0 2.33e-01 1.04e+02 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 1 1.00e+00 1.39e+00 3.88e-02 1.05e+02 0.0 0.1 0.0
2 1 1.00e+00 3.44e-01 1.95e-03 1.04e+02 0.0 0.1 0.0
3 1 1.00e+00 1.79e-02 1.00e-05 1.05e+02 0.0 0.1 0.0
4 1 1.00e+00 1.27e-04 4.59e-10 1.05e+02 0.0 0.1 0.1
5 1 1.00e+00 5.96e-09 2.78e-14 1.05e+02 0.0 0.2 0.1
STEP TIME ||U|| LABEL TYPE r q
0 00:00:00 1.0450e+02 1 EP 6.5378e-01 3.0000e-01
By fixing r and allowing q and δ to vary, we obtain a portion of the one-
dimensional homoclinic bifurcation curve as represented by the following
screen output and visualized in Fig. 5.2.
STEP DAMPING NORMS COMPUTATION TIMES
IT SIT GAMMA ||d|| ||f|| ||U|| F(x) DF(x) SOLVE
0 6.60e-14 1.05e+02 0.0 0.0 0.0
STEP TIME ||U|| LABEL TYPE q d
0 00:00:00 1.0498e+02 1 EP 3.0000e-01 1.0000e+01
10 00:00:01 1.0887e+02 2 2.9845e-01 1.0401e+01
20 00:00:02 1.1359e+02 3 2.9549e-01 1.0884e+01
30 00:00:04 1.1832e+02 4 2.9137e-01 1.1365e+01
40 00:00:05 1.2308e+02 5 2.8612e-01 1.1844e+01
50 00:00:06 1.2785e+02 6 2.7977e-01 1.2323e+01
60 00:00:08 1.3263e+02 7 2.7235e-01 1.2800e+01
70 00:00:09 1.3743e+02 8 2.6391e-01 1.3275e+01
80 00:00:10 1.4224e+02 9 2.5446e-01 1.3748e+01
90 00:00:13 1.4537e+02 10 2.4785e-01 1.4053e+01
96 00:00:13 1.4538e+02 11 FP 2.4783e-01 1.4054e+01
100 00:00:14 1.4538e+02 12 2.4783e-01 1.4054e+01
110 00:00:15 1.4537e+02 13 2.4787e-01 1.4052e+01
120 00:00:16 1.4479e+02 14 2.4917e-01 1.3994e+01
125 00:00:17 1.4238e+02 15 EP 2.5435e-01 1.3754e+01
STEP TIME ||U|| LABEL TYPE q d
0 00:00:17 1.0498e+02 16 EP 3.0000e-01 1.0000e+01
10 00:00:18 1.0110e+02 17 3.0070e-01 9.5976e+00
13 00:00:19 9.9904e+01 18 FP 3.0074e-01 9.4729e+00
20 00:00:20 9.6457e+01 19 3.0039e-01 9.1116e+00
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30 00:00:21 9.1850e+01 20 2.9877e-01 8.6240e+00
40 00:00:22 8.7283e+01 21 2.9580e-01 8.1350e+00
50 00:00:24 8.2762e+01 22 2.9144e-01 7.6443e+00
60 00:00:25 7.8297e+01 23 2.8561e-01 7.1520e+00
70 00:00:26 7.3896e+01 24 2.7828e-01 6.6579e+00
80 00:00:28 6.9572e+01 25 2.6936e-01 6.1619e+00
90 00:00:29 6.5341e+01 26 2.5880e-01 5.6640e+00
100 00:00:30 6.1220e+01 27 2.4650e-01 5.1641e+00
110 00:00:32 5.7234e+01 28 2.3238e-01 4.6619e+00
120 00:00:33 5.3414e+01 29 2.1633e-01 4.1573e+00
125 00:00:34 5.1577e+01 30 EP 2.0755e-01 3.9041e+00
0.2 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.3 0.32
2
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10
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δ
Figure 5.2: Portion of homoclinic bifurcation curve obtained under simulta-
neously variations in q and δ for the two-segment boundary value problem
defined in the text.
The homoclinic bifurcation curve exhibits a geometric fold point in q near
q = 0.3. However, the screen output shows 1 additional fold. Upon further
inspection, the fold point with label 18 corresponds to the fold shown in the
figure. The fold point with label 11 corresponds to a re-tracing of the q-δ
curve. This occurs because one of the boundary conditions constrains the
initial condition on the unstable manifold to a circle, but there is no con-
straint on the direction of the vector field at this point. When the vector field
becomes tangential to the circle at this point, there is a fold point along the
solution family corresponding to the next predicted trajectory intersecting
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the circle either one fewer or one more time than before the fold point. In
the case shown in Fig. 5.3, the trajectory intersects the circle one additional
time.
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(a) Iteration 9
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(b) Iteration 11
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(c) Iteration 15
Figure 5.3: A tangency of the second trajectory segment at its initial point
with the circle in the unstable manifold corresponds to a fold point during
continuation. Such a fold point is associated with a change in the number
of intersections with the circle as continuation proceeds past the fold point.
Panel (b) shows the tangency and panel (c) shows the same trajectory as in
panel (a) except for an additional initial segment outside the circle.
As this figure shows, before the fold point, the trajectory enters the circle
and then exits. After the fold point, the trajectory slightly exits the circle
before immediately re-entering and then again exiting on the opposite side.
It follows that solutions found on either side of the fold point may correspond
to the same homoclinic trajectory, even as they have different values of θ.
It may be possible to continue this homoclinic curve past the fold point
using different initial solution guesses. For example, imagine taking the cur-
rent initial condition on the circle and simulating backwards in time until
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the corresponding trajectory again intersects the circle on the opposite side.
The trajectory segment based at this intersection may now be used to per-
form continuation of an approximate homoclinic trajectory, possibly over a
different range of q and δ values.
5.1.3.2 Nearby Periodic Orbits
The approximate homoclinic orbit can be used as an initial solution guess for
locating nearby two-segment periodic orbits. In this case, the boundary value
problem replaces the condition on y
(1)
f and y
(2)
i with the continuity condition
y
(1)
f = y
(2)
i .
Using coco to converge onto a periodic orbit and perform one-dimensional
continuation in the dimensionless flow rate q, the following results are pro-
duced:
STEP DAMPING NORMS COMPUTATION TIMES
IT SIT GAMMA ||d|| ||f|| ||U|| F(x) DF(x) SOLVE
0 4.18e-02 2.14e+02 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 1 1.00e+00 2.92e-02 2.56e-07 2.14e+02 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 1 1.00e+00 4.37e-06 8.84e-14 2.14e+02 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 1 1.00e+00 2.95e-12 7.03e-14 2.14e+02 0.0 0.0 0.0
STEP TIME ||U|| LABEL TYPE q Period
0 00:00:00 2.1427e+02 1 EP 3.0000e-01 2.3018e+00
10 00:00:02 2.1261e+02 2 3.5634e-01 2.3252e+00
20 00:00:04 2.0502e+02 3 4.2530e-01 2.3554e+00
30 00:00:06 1.9700e+02 4 4.9442e-01 2.3882e+00
40 00:00:08 1.8891e+02 5 5.6386e-01 2.4249e+00
50 00:00:09 1.8318e+02 6 6.3371e-01 2.4676e+00
60 00:00:11 1.7758e+02 7 7.0523e-01 2.5224e+00
70 00:00:13 1.7234e+02 8 7.7441e-01 2.6052e+00
80 00:00:14 1.6734e+02 9 7.9129e-01 2.6487e+00
87 00:00:16 1.6206e+02 10 SN 7.9460e-01 2.6779e+00
87 00:00:16 1.6206e+02 11 FP 7.9460e-01 2.6779e+00
90 00:00:17 1.6232e+02 12 7.9204e-01 2.7035e+00
93 00:00:18 1.5982e+02 13 PD 7.8628e-01 2.7240e+00
100 00:00:19 1.5781e+02 14 7.5183e-01 2.7833e+00
110 00:00:20 1.5311e+02 15 6.8936e-01 2.8478e+00
120 00:00:22 1.4819e+02 16 6.1100e-01 2.9131e+00
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130 00:00:23 1.4306e+02 17 5.1705e-01 2.9881e+00
140 00:00:24 1.3769e+02 18 4.0628e-01 3.0865e+00
150 00:00:26 1.3523e+02 19 2.8178e-01 3.2407e+00
160 00:00:27 1.3223e+02 20 1.9968e-01 3.5172e+00
163 00:00:28 1.3034e+02 21 PD 1.9909e-01 3.5414e+00
164 00:00:29 1.3034e+02 22 SN 1.9907e-01 3.5466e+00
164 00:00:29 1.3034e+02 23 FP 1.9907e-01 3.5466e+00
170 00:00:29 1.2848e+02 24 2.0023e-01 3.5889e+00
180 00:00:31 1.2458e+02 25 2.2094e-01 3.7479e+00
190 00:00:32 1.2245e+02 26 3.2137e-01 4.2599e+00
200 00:00:34 1.2257e+02 27 FP 3.3029e-01 4.4457e+00
200 00:00:34 1.2257e+02 28 SN 3.3029e-01 4.4457e+00
200 00:00:34 1.2257e+02 29 PD 3.3029e-01 4.4475e+00
200 00:00:34 1.2257e+02 30 3.3029e-01 4.4494e+00
210 00:00:36 1.2313e+02 31 3.0225e-01 4.9596e+00
214 00:00:38 1.2326e+02 32 PD 2.9176e-01 5.3443e+00
214 00:00:38 1.2326e+02 33 SN 2.9176e-01 5.3447e+00
214 00:00:38 1.2326e+02 34 FP 2.9176e-01 5.3448e+00
220 00:00:38 1.2350e+02 35 3.0138e-01 6.0807e+00
222 00:00:40 1.3106e+02 36 SN 3.0185e-01 6.2435e+00
222 00:00:40 1.3106e+02 37 FP 3.0185e-01 6.2435e+00
222 00:00:40 1.3106e+02 38 PD 3.0185e-01 6.2436e+00
228 00:00:42 1.3147e+02 39 FP 2.9909e-01 7.1422e+00
228 00:00:42 1.3147e+02 40 PD 2.9909e-01 7.1424e+00
228 00:00:42 1.3147e+02 41 SN 2.9909e-01 7.1425e+00
230 00:00:42 1.3177e+02 42 2.9965e-01 7.6761e+00
232 00:00:44 1.4065e+02 43 PD 2.9983e-01 8.0413e+00
232 00:00:44 1.4065e+02 44 SN 2.9983e-01 8.0414e+00
232 00:00:44 1.4065e+02 45 FP 2.9983e-01 8.0419e+00
237 00:00:46 1.4932e+02 46 FP 2.9963e-01 8.9399e+00
237 00:00:46 1.4932e+02 47 PD 2.9963e-01 8.9402e+00
237 00:00:46 1.4932e+02 48 SN 2.9963e-01 8.9402e+00
240 00:00:47 1.4974e+02 49 2.9969e-01 9.7235e+00
241 00:00:48 1.4952e+02 50 PD 2.9969e-01 9.8390e+00
241 00:00:48 1.4952e+02 51 SN 2.9969e-01 9.8392e+00
241 00:00:48 1.4952e+02 52 FP 2.9969e-01 9.8392e+00
245 00:00:50 1.4999e+02 53 SN 2.9967e-01 1.0737e+01
245 00:00:50 1.4999e+02 54 PD 2.9967e-01 1.0738e+01
249 00:00:52 1.5016e+02 55 PD 2.9968e-01 1.1631e+01
249 00:00:52 1.5016e+02 56 SN 2.9968e-01 1.1636e+01
250 00:00:52 1.5033e+02 57 EP 2.9968e-01 1.1977e+01
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These results are very similar to those observed for the chaotic Shilnikov
example in [6], including the detection of a sequence of period-doubling and
saddle-node bifurcations. Furthermore, for the value of r obtained in the
first run in Section 5.1.3, a better approximation for the critical value of q
is determined and found to be qs ≈ 0.2997. The corresponding bifurcation
diagram is shown in Fig. 5.4. One of the periodic orbits found is shown in
Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.4: One-dimensional family of periodic orbits converging onto the ho-
moclinic orbit under alternating variations in q. Here, red points correspond
to period-doubling points.
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Figure 5.5: Periodic orbit found in a neighborhood of homoclinic orbit.
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5.2 Unstable Manifold
5.2.1 Motivation
The work performed in [6] is an extensive study of the global dynamics near
a Shilnikov homoclinic bifurcation in a laser model. The authors make some
compelling observations through the visualization of the intersection of a
two-dimensional stable manifold with a sphere around the equilibrium point.
They specifically focus on two disjoint curves W0 and W1 on this intersection
and explore the relative arrangement of these curves on either side of the
homoclinic bifurcation point.
The work presented here similarly uses continuation methods to define the
curves W0 and W1 for the hybrid dynamical system describing the pressure
relief valve. Whereas the laser dynamics model in [6] is a smooth dynamical
system, here we account for the presence of impacts. Moreover, in our case,
it is the unstable manifold that is two-dimensional.
5.2.2 Boundary Value Problem Formulation
The impacting system of study is the pressure relief valve system. The un-
stable manifold W u(yep) of the saddle-focus yep is two-dimensional in this
system. Boundary value problems will be formulated to locate the inter-
section curves W0 and W1 of the unstable manifold with a sphere SR of
sufficiently small radius R around yep.
Consider the single-segment boundary value problem with boundary condi-
tions
• the initial state must lie on a circle of radius  = 0.05 around yep on
W u(yep) at a point determined by an angle θ relative to a suitable
chosen basis in the tangent space;
• the final state must lie on SR for R = 0.05.
Similar to the homoclinic orbit implementation, the trajectory segment is
approximated using the coll toolbox and the boundary value problem has
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a nominal dimensional deficit of 1. Suppose the starting point y0 of our
analysis is a solution to the boundary value problem that is contained within
the sphere except at its terminal point. We define W0 as the one-dimensional
family of solutions to the boundary value problem that includes y0. If R is
sufficiently small, then W0 is a simple closed curve and cannot be reached
from points starting on the impact plane.
To define W1, consider a two-segment boundary value problem with y
(1)
and y(2) representing the corresponding discretized trajectory segments, and
require that
• y(1)i must lie on a circle of radius  = 0.05 around yep on W u(yep) at
a point determined by an angle θ relative to a suitable chosen basis in
the tangent space;
• y(1)f must lie on the impact plane;
• y(2)f must lie on SR;
• y(2)i = g(y(1)f ).
As before, each trajectory segment is approximated using the coll toolbox
and the boundary value problem has a nominal dimensional deficit of 1.
Suppose the starting point yˆ0 of our analysis is a solution to the boundary
value problem that contains y0, remains above the impact plane for all interior
points of each segment, and remains outside of SR for all interior points on
the second segment. We define W1 as the one-dimensional family of solutions
to the boundary value problem that includes yˆ0.
For sufficiently small R, W1 cannot intersect W0. Therefore, W1 must be
confined to one side of W0; however, at the homoclinic bifurcation, one can
find points on W1 arbitrarily close to every point on W0. This accumulation
is associated with initial conditions approaching the homoclinic trajectory.
This is related to the spiraling behavior that was observed previously.
5.2.3 Numerical Results
The following screen output shows the result of continuation along W0 under
variations in θ. The collection of terminal points are graphed in Fig. 5.6.
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STEP DAMPING NORMS COMPUTATION TIMES
IT SIT GAMMA ||d|| ||f|| ||U|| F(x) DF(x) SOLVE
0 4.09e-02 1.64e+02 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 1 1.00e+00 9.53e-01 2.90e-02 1.63e+02 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 1 1.00e+00 5.36e-01 4.50e-04 1.64e+02 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 1 1.00e+00 1.30e-01 3.68e-04 1.64e+02 0.0 0.0 0.0
4 1 1.00e+00 4.32e-02 3.25e-05 1.64e+02 0.0 0.1 0.0
5 1 1.00e+00 5.29e-03 4.93e-07 1.64e+02 0.0 0.1 0.0
6 1 1.00e+00 8.46e-05 1.26e-10 1.64e+02 0.0 0.1 0.0
7 1 1.00e+00 2.16e-08 6.16e-14 1.64e+02 0.0 0.1 0.0
STEP TIME ||U|| LABEL TYPE theta
0 00:00:00 1.6374e+02 1 EP 6.0000e+00
10 00:00:02 1.4009e+02 2 5.6781e+00
20 00:00:03 1.2052e+02 3 5.4006e+00
22 00:00:04 1.1625e+02 4 FP 5.3987e+00
30 00:00:05 9.7367e+01 5 5.4869e+00
40 00:00:07 7.0396e+01 6 5.9565e+00
50 00:00:08 6.2894e+01 7 6.3294e+00
60 00:00:10 6.2933e+01 8 6.7260e+00
70 00:00:11 6.2994e+01 9 7.2423e+00
80 00:00:12 6.3097e+01 10 7.7708e+00
90 00:00:14 6.3248e+01 11 8.3005e+00
100 00:00:15 6.3445e+01 12 8.8267e+00
110 00:00:17 6.3593e+01 13 9.1572e+00
118 00:00:18 6.3609e+01 14 FP 9.1769e+00
120 00:00:18 6.3614e+01 15 9.1734e+00
130 00:00:20 6.3627e+01 16 9.0603e+00
140 00:00:21 7.1218e+01 17 8.6191e+00
144 00:00:22 7.1211e+01 18 FP 8.5440e+00
150 00:00:23 7.1207e+01 19 8.5945e+00
160 00:00:25 7.1199e+01 20 9.0629e+00
169 00:00:26 6.3656e+01 21 EP 9.4248e+00
STEP TIME ||U|| LABEL TYPE theta
0 00:00:26 1.6374e+02 22 EP 6.0000e+00
5 00:00:27 1.5088e+02 23 FP 6.0347e+00
10 00:00:28 1.4044e+02 24 6.0194e+00
20 00:00:29 1.2103e+02 25 5.8590e+00
30 00:00:31 9.7795e+01 26 5.3519e+00
40 00:00:32 6.6665e+01 27 4.8247e+00
50 00:00:34 6.2622e+01 28 4.2952e+00
60 00:00:35 6.2513e+01 29 3.7714e+00
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70 00:00:37 6.2416e+01 30 3.3036e+00
80 00:00:38 6.2413e+01 31 2.9891e+00
90 00:00:40 7.0198e+01 32 2.5023e+00
99 00:00:42 7.0251e+01 33 FP 2.2608e+00
100 00:00:42 7.0251e+01 34 2.2714e+00
110 00:00:43 7.0205e+01 35 2.5859e+00
120 00:00:45 6.2422e+01 36 2.8803e+00
125 00:00:46 6.2405e+01 37 FP 2.8937e+00
130 00:00:46 6.2394e+01 38 2.8814e+00
140 00:00:48 6.2360e+01 39 2.7701e+00
150 00:00:49 6.2256e+01 40 2.2817e+00
160 00:00:50 6.2185e+01 41 1.7531e+00
170 00:00:52 6.2164e+01 42 1.2233e+00
180 00:00:53 6.2188e+01 43 6.9803e-01
190 00:00:55 6.2240e+01 44 2.1416e-01
200 00:00:56 6.2241e+01 45 EP -1.0459e-01
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Figure 5.6: Terminal points along the W0 curve found using continuation of
the single-segment boundary value problem defined in the text.
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As seen in the figure, W0 forms a closed curve on the unstable manifold.
The portion of the unstable manifold enclosed by W0 includes the equilib-
rium point and is contained within SR. Note that trajectories that start
inside W0 may intersect W0 repeatedly before leaving the neighborhood of
the equilibrium point.
The fold points observed during continuation occur when such a trajectory
segment intersects SR tangentially. This is best illustrated in Fig. 5.7 below
with the following color coding scheme:
• green circle is the circle of initial conditions;
• red circle is W0;
• blue line is the trajectory segment before the fold point is detected;
• magenta line is the trajectory segment at the fold point;
• cyan line is the trajectory segment after the fold point is detected.
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Figure 5.7: Geometry of solutions to single-segment boundary value problem
near a fold point in the continuation. Here, the blue and cyan curves coincide
up to the second intersection with W0. The blue curve continues into the
circle and terminates on a new point on W0.
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Before the fold point, the trajectories intersect SR on their way back into the
sphere after leaving it once. After the fold point, the trajectories leave SR,
re-enter again, and then the final point of intersection is detected on their
way back out of the sphere. It is evident from this figure that variations in θ
change direction at this point because the segment before and after the fold
point are essentially the same trajectory. The segment after the fold point is
just a longer version of the one before the fold point. That is why they must
occur for the same θ value. Similar graphs can be produced for each of the
other fold points and illustrate qualitatively similar results.
The following screen output shows a portion of the result of continuation
along W1 under variations in the angle θ. The collection of terminal points
are graphed in Fig. 5.8.
STEP DAMPING NORMS COMPUTATION TIMES
IT SIT GAMMA ||d|| ||f|| ||U|| F(x) DF(x) SOLVE
0 5.40e-02 2.23e+02 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 2 5.00e-01 4.88e+00 3.38e-02 2.23e+02 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 1 1.00e+00 1.08e+00 5.45e-03 2.23e+02 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 1 1.00e+00 2.52e-01 7.21e-04 2.23e+02 0.0 0.1 0.0
4 1 1.00e+00 4.30e-02 3.90e-05 2.23e+02 0.0 0.1 0.0
5 1 1.00e+00 2.62e-03 1.50e-07 2.23e+02 0.0 0.1 0.0
6 1 1.00e+00 1.01e-05 2.23e-12 2.23e+02 0.0 0.1 0.0
7 1 1.00e+00 1.51e-10 7.40e-14 2.23e+02 0.0 0.1 0.0
STEP TIME ||U|| LABEL TYPE theta
0 00:00:00 2.2303e+02 1 EP 3.8163e+00
10 00:00:02 1.9124e+02 2 3.8161e+00
20 00:00:04 1.6410e+02 3 3.8159e+00
30 00:00:06 1.4386e+02 4 3.8155e+00
40 00:00:08 1.3175e+02 5 3.8146e+00
50 00:00:10 1.3177e+02 6 3.8131e+00
60 00:00:11 1.3179e+02 7 3.8110e+00
70 00:00:13 1.3181e+02 8 3.8083e+00
80 00:00:15 1.3182e+02 9 3.8053e+00
90 00:00:17 1.3183e+02 10 3.8024e+00
95 00:00:18 1.3184e+02 11 FP 3.8017e+00
100 00:00:19 1.3185e+02 12 EP 3.8030e+00
STEP TIME ||U|| LABEL TYPE theta
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0 00:03:08 2.2303e+02 112 EP 3.8163e+00
10 00:03:09 1.9117e+02 113 3.8164e+00
20 00:03:12 1.6398e+02 114 3.8165e+00
30 00:03:14 1.4371e+02 115 3.8165e+00
34 00:03:14 1.3693e+02 116 FP 3.8165e+00
40 00:03:16 1.2980e+02 117 3.8165e+00
50 00:03:17 1.2978e+02 118 3.8165e+00
60 00:03:19 1.2975e+02 119 3.8163e+00
70 00:03:21 1.2790e+02 120 3.8162e+00
80 00:03:23 1.2788e+02 121 3.8161e+00
86 00:03:24 1.2787e+02 122 FP 3.8161e+00
90 00:03:25 1.2786e+02 123 3.8161e+00
100 00:03:27 1.2783e+02 124 EP 3.8163e+00
Again, we notice fold points during continuation which we expect to cor-
respond to tangential intersections of the second trajectory segment at its
terminal point with SR. Moreover, the entire curve in Fig. 5.8 is obtained
for a relatively small range of values of θ.
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Figure 5.8: Terminal points along the W1 curve found using continuation of
the two-segment boundary value problem defined in the text.
To verify to claim regarding the fold points, it is useful to determine all of
the points on the sphere where the vector field is tangential (corresponding
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to the curve C in [6]). A simple algebraic problem can be formulated with
the conditions that a point must lie on SR and that at this point
f(y, p) · (y − yep) = 0. (5.10)
Fig. 5.9 illustrates the corresponding solution curves for a radius of R = 0.2
and includes the terminal points of trajectories at the fold points detected
during continuation along W1 for this value of R.
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Figure 5.9: One-dimensional families of points of tangency of the vector
field with the sphere SR for R = 0.2. The blue points represent terminal
points on the second solution segment at the fold points found during
continuation along W1.
Similar to the work performed in [6], it is interesting to study changes to
the curves W0 and W1 as q varies across the Shilnikov homoclinic bifurcation
value. Fig. 5.10 shows the result of such analysis for a value of q < qs, q ≈ qs,
and q > qs.
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(a) q ≈ 0.25
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(b) q ≈ 0.2997
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(c) q ≈ 0.35
Figure 5.10: Changes to the geometry of the W0 and W1 curves near a
Shilnikov homoclinic bifurcation.
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As seen in the figure, W1 accumulates on W0 at the homoclinic bifurcation.
Also shown in the figure is the intersection of the stable manifold with SR
near W1. This point lies on one side of W1 for q < qs and moves to the other
side as q increases past qs.
The two panels in Fig. 5.11 shows an approximation of the stable manifold
for q < qs and q > qs, respectively. For q < qs, in backward time, the stable
manifold includes an intersection with SR on the opposite side of W0 relative
to the forward time intersection. For q > qs, the intersection lies on the same
side as W1.
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(a) q < qs
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(b) q > qs
Figure 5.11: Trajectories that start along the stable manifold for values of
q < qs and q > qs, respectively. Notice, for values of q < qs, in backward time,
the trajectory leaves the impact plane on the opposite side of the W0 curve
than it started. For values of q > qs, the trajectory remains between the
W0 curve and the impact plane. It is in this region that n-pulse homoclinic
orbits could potentially be found.
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In [6], it is shown that the latter behavior can be associated with the exis-
tence of multi-pulse homoclinic orbits for which the intersection of the stable
manifold with SR includes points on Wk for 1 < k ≤ n for some n, where
Wk corresponds to subsequent intersections of the unstable manifold with
SR. Fig. 5.12 shows an approximation of such a two-pulse homoclinic for the
pressure relief valve system. We leave it for future work to compute the Wk
curves for this model.
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Figure 5.12: An approximate two-pulse homoclinic orbit.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, the nonlinear dynamics of an impacting mechanical system are
explored using analytical and computational tools. In particular, this work
analyzes an impacting pressure relief valve system and investigates its behav-
ior in parameter regions corresponding to complete chatter and a Shilnikov
bifurcation.
The pressure relief valve system experiences complete chatter for small val-
ues of the dimensionless flow rate q. To analyze the transition from com-
plete to incomplete chatter, we derive an analytical map that approximates
a Poincare´ map on a neighborhood of a border periodic orbit. This approx-
imation produces qualitative similar bifurcation cascades as those observed
in a brute-force numerical bifurcation study.
To enable numerical methods to deal with the phenomenon of complete chat-
ter, we reviewed the bypass map first proposed in [3]. Within the coco com-
putational domain, a toolbox is developed that forms a boundary value prob-
lem associated with a complete chatter sequence of impacts approximated by
a finite number of trajectory segments with the bypass map applied to predict
the final state at the start of stick. This allows for numerical continuation
methods to be used to trace the families of such chattering periodic orbits
under variations in problem parameters.
Moreover, the observations made in [6] inspired a preliminary exploration of
the global structure of the unstable and stable manifolds of an equilibrium
point near a Shilnikov homoclinic bifurcation in the pressure relief valve
dynamics. The results were qualitative agreement with the predictions of
complicated steady state behavior near the bifurcation, including n-pulse
homoclinic orbits.
In the case of the analysis near the cessation of complete chatter, we leave to
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future work an implementation of the results in [5] in lieu of the approximate
analytical map Π˜. Furthermore, it may be valuable to study the sensitivity
of the numerical predictions to the model parameters in the approximate
Poincare´ map.
Future steps in the analysis of the manifold structure near the Shilnikov
bifurcation should include a study on the dependence on the radius R, the
radius  and for a larger collection of values of q. Moreover, one may consider
locating the Wk curves for k > 1, as well as n-pulse homoclinic bifurcation
curves.
Finally, there are several options for improvement to the bounce toolbox.
Currently, its sole purpose is to model the impacting sequence that ends with
the application of the bypass map; however, it seems reasonable that this
toolbox could include the stick segment in its implementation since complete
chatter must enter into stick. Furthermore, it may be beneficial to implement
the toolbox so that it can formulate both the complete, as well as incomplete
chatter boundary value problems.
Some of these changes may be warranted in order to make this toolbox com-
patible with the hspo toolbox. The implementation of hspo relies on multi-
ple instances of the coll toolbox. All of the functionality of hspo would be
available for the analysis of periodic orbits with complete chatter if it were
possible to substitute an instance of the bounce toolbox with an instance
of the coll toolbox. Additionally, this toolbox could be made much more
robust by implementing the remesh function in such a way that more than
one segment could be added or subtracted at a time.
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Appendix
The following is the complete source code of the bounce toolbox.
The function ode_isol2bounce is used to create an instance of the bounce
toolbox from an initial solution guess consisting of time histories for each
individual segment.
function prob = ode_isol2bounce(prob, oid, varargin)
tbid = coco_get_id(oid, ’bounce’);
str = coco_stream(varargin{:});
grammar = ’F [DFDX [DFDP]] T0 X0 P0 [PNAMES] BP ...
[BP_DX [BP_DP]] [OPTS]’;
args_spec = {
’F’, ’cell’, ’{@}’, ’fhan’, [], ’read’, {}
’DFDX’, ’cell’, ’{@|[]}’, ’dfdxhan’, {[] [] []}, ’read’, {}
’DFDP’, ’cell’, ’{@|[]}’, ’dfdphan’, {[] [] []}, ’read’, {}
’T0’, ’cell’, ’{[num]}’, ’t0’, [], ’read’, {}
’X0’, ’cell’, ’{[num]}’, ’x0’, [], ’read’, {}
’P0’, ’’, ’[num]’, ’p0’, [], ’read’, {}
’PNAMES’, ’cell’, ’{str}’, ’pnames’, {}, ’read’, {}
’BP’, ’’, ’@’, ’bp_han’, [], ’read’, {}
’BP_DX’, ’’, ’@|[]’, ’bp_dx’, [], ’read’, {}
’BP_DP’, ’’, ’@|[]’, ’bp_dp’, [], ’read’, {}
};
opts_spec = {
’-bounce -end’, ’’, ’’, ’end’, {}
’-end-bounce’, ’’, ’’, ’end’, {}
};
[args, opts] = coco_parse(grammar , args_spec , opts_spec , ...
varargin{:});
nos = [numel(args.fhan) numel(args.dfdxhan) ...
numel(args.dfdphan)];
assert(all(nos==3), ’%s: incomplete fcn handle spec’, tbid);
assert(numel(args.p0)==numel(args.pnames) || ...
isempty(args.pnames), ’%s: incompatible no. of ...
elements for ’’p0’’ and ’’pnames’’’, tbid);
assert(numel(args.x0)==numel(args.t0), ...
’%s: # of segs in ’’t0’’ and ’’x0’’ do not match’,...
mfilename);
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[sol, data] = bounce_read_solution(’’, ’’, args);
data = bounce_init_data(prob, data, oid, sol);
prob = bounce_add(prob, data, sol);
prob = ode_add_tb_info(prob, oid, ’bounce’, ’seq’, ’seg’, ...
bounce_sol_info());
end
The bounce_init_data function initializes the bounce function data struc-
ture (data) with the necessary information such as the state space and pa-
rameter dimensions, function handles corresponding to the encoding of the
vector field, event condition, and reset map, as well as the function handle to
the encoding of the bypass map. In addition, the function wrappers for the
vector field and the calculation of the derivatives of the boundary conditions
are provided. This function is called in ode_isol2bounce .
function data = bounce_init_data(prob, src_data , oid, sol, ...
varargin)
data = coco_func_data(’protect’);
data.oid = oid;
fields = [ ’bounce’ varargin ];
for i=1:numel(fields)
field = fields{i};
if isfield(src_data , field)
data.(field) = src_data.(field);
else
data.(field) = struct();
end
end
data.bounce = bounce_get_settings(prob, oid, data.bounce, sol);
data.nsegs = src_data.nsegs;
data.x0 = src_data.x0;
data.t0 = src_data.t0;
data.p0 = src_data.p0;
data.fhan = src_data.fhan{1};
data.dfdxhan = src_data.dfdxhan{1};
data.dfdphan = src_data.dfdphan{1};
data.hhan = src_data.fhan{2};
data.dhdxhan = src_data.dfdxhan{2};
data.dhdphan = src_data.dfdphan{2};
data.ghan = src_data.fhan{3};
data.dgdxhan = src_data.dfdxhan{3};
data.dgdphan = src_data.dfdphan{3};
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data.bypass_han = src_data.bypass_han;
data.bypass_dx = src_data.bypass_dx;
data.bypass_dp = src_data.bypass_dp;
data.pnames = src_data.pnames;
data.xdim = src_data.xdim;
data.pdim = src_data.pdim;
data.no_save = {};
data.F = @fhan;
data.DF = @dfhan;
data.ode_F = @aut_F;
data.ode_DFDX = @aut_DFDX;
data.ode_DFDP = @aut_DFDP;
data.ode_DFDT = @aut_DFDT;
end
function f = fhan(func, x, p)
f = func(x, p);
end
function J = dfhan(func, dxfunc, dpfunc, x, p)
if isempty(dxfunc)
Jx = coco_ezDFDX(’f(x,p)v’, func, x, p);
else
Jx = dxfunc(x, p);
end
if isempty(dpfunc)
Jp = coco_ezDFDP(’f(x,p)v’, func, x, p);
else
Jp = dpfunc(x, p);
end
J = [Jx Jp];
end
function f = aut_F(data, ~, x, p)
if data.bounce.vectorized
f = data.fhan(x, p);
else
[m, n] = size(x);
f = zeros(m,n);
fhan = data.fhan;
for i=1:n
f(:,i) = fhan(x(:,i), p(:,i));
end
end
end
function Jx = aut_DFDX(data, ~, x, p)
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if data.bounce.vectorized
if isempty(data.dfdxhan)
Jx = coco_ezDFDX(’f(x,p)v’, data.fhan, x, p);
else
Jx = data.dfdxhan(x, p);
end
else
if isempty(data.dfdxhan)
Jx = coco_ezDFDX(’f(x,p)’, data.fhan, x, p);
else
[m, n] = size(x);
Jx = zeros(m,m,n);
dfdxhan = data.dfdxhan;
for i=1:n
Jx(:,:,i) = dfdxhan(x(:,i), p(:,i));
end
end
end
end
function Jp = aut_DFDP(data, ~, x, p)
if data.bounce.vectorized
if isempty(data.dfdphan)
Jp = coco_ezDFDP(’f(x,p)v’, data.fhan, x, p);
else
Jp = data.dfdphan(x, p);
end
else
if isempty(data.dfdphan)
Jp = coco_ezDFDP(’f(x,p)’, data.fhan, x, p);
else
[m, n] = size(x);
o = size(p,1);
Jp = zeros(m,o,n);
dfdphan = data.dfdphan;
for i=1:n
Jp(:,:,i) = dfdphan(x(:,i), p(:,i));
end
end
end
end
function Jt = aut_DFDT(~, ~, x, ~)
Jt = zeros(size(x));
end
The bounce_get_settings function sets the appropriate tolerances, max-
imum number of iterations, number of mesh intervals, and other settings
necessary to the bounce toolbox with the default values or with the settings
provided by the user. This function is called in bounce_init_data .
function bounce = bounce_get_settings(prob, oid, bounce, sol)
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bounce.nsegs = numel(sol);
bounce.tbid = coco_get_id(oid, ’bounce’);
bounce.TOL = coco_get(prob, ’corr’, ’TOL’)^(2/3);
spec = {% Name Type Default Action Args Description
’var’, ’log|on’, false, ’switch’,...
{}, ’enable/disable temp storage of sol to var prob’
’NTST’, ’[int]’, 10*ones(bounce.nsegs ,1), ’read’,...
{}, ’number of mesh intervals’
’NCOL’, ’[int]’, 4*ones(bounce.nsegs ,1), ’read’,...
{}, ’number of collocation nodes’
’SAD’, ’num’, 0.95, ’read’,...
{}, ’equidistribution weight for error estimator’
’method’, ’str’, ’3I’, ’read’,...
{}, ’choice of Banach iteration boundary condition’
’NBeta’, ’int’, 5, ’read’,...
{}, ’no. of homotopy steps for init. of fund. sol.’
’NBItMX’, ’int’, 10, ’read’,...
{}, ’maximum no. of Banach iterations for fund. sol.’
’TOLINC’, ’num’, bounce.TOL/5, ’read’,...
{}, ’Upper bound on adaptation window’
’TOLDEC’, ’num’, bounce.TOL/20, ’read’,...
{}, ’Lower bound on adaptation window’
’bpINC’, ’num’, 1e-6, ’read’,...
{}, ’error of bypass map before increasing no. of segs’
’bpDEC’, ’num’, 1e-8, ’read’,...
{}, ’error of bypass map before decreasing no. of segs’
’vectorized’, ’log|on’, true, ’switch’,...
{}, ’enable/disable vectorized evaluation’
’autonomous’, ’log|on’, true, ’switch’,...
{}, ’indicate whether ODE is autonomous or not’
};
bounce = coco_parse_settings(prob, spec, bounce , bounce.tbid);
spec1 = {% Name Type Default Action Args Description
’NTSTMN’, ’int’, min( 5, min(bounce.NTST)),...
’read’, {}, ’Lower bound on no. of discret. ints’
’NTSTMX’, ’int’, max(100, max(bounce.NTST)),...
’read’, {}, ’Upper bound on no. of discret. ints’
};
bounce = coco_parse_settings(prob, spec1, bounce , bounce.tbid);
bounce.TOL = coco_get(prob, ’corr’, ’TOL’)^(2/3);
end
The bounce_add function makes calls to several functions to formulate the
overall boundary value problem structure with the bounce zero problem and
adding monitor functions for the error estimation and the associated varia-
tional problem. This function is called in ode_isol2bounce .
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function [prob, data] = bounce_add(prob, data, sol, varargin)
opts_spec = {
’-no-err’, ’ERR’, false, ’toggle’, {}
’-no-var’, ’VAR’, false, ’toggle’, {}
’-no-bddat’, ’DAT’, false, ’toggle’, {}
’-xid’, ’xid’, ’x’, ’read’, {}
};
opts = coco_parse_opts(opts_spec , varargin{:});
[prob, data] = bounce_construct_segs(prob, data, sol);
if ~opts.ERR
[prob, data] = bounce_construct_err(prob, data);
end
if data.bounce.var && ~opts.VAR
[prob, data] = bounce_construct_var(prob, data);
end
if ~opts.DAT
data.bounce_bddat.xid = coco_get_id(data.oid, opts.xid);
prob = coco_add_slot(prob, data.bounce.tbid, @bddat, ...
data, ’bddat’);
end
prob = coco_add_slot(prob, data.bounce.fid, ...
@coco_save_data , data, ’save_full’);
end
function [data, res] = bddat(prob, data, command , varargin)
pr = data.pr;
res = {};
tot = 0;
if strcmp(command , ’data’)
chart = varargin{1}; % Current chart
uidx = coco_get_func_data(prob, pr.bounce.tbid, ’uidx’);
u = chart.x(uidx);
end
for i = 1:numel(pr.chatter_seq)
switch command
case ’init’
xid = data.bounce_bddat.xid;
res = sprintf(’||%s||’, xid);
case ’data’
seg = pr.chatter_seq{i};
maps = seg.maps;
mesh = seg.mesh;
u_seg = u(pr.seg_idx{i});
x = u_seg(maps.xbp_idx);
xcn = reshape(maps.W*x, maps.x_shp);
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T = u_seg(maps.T_idx);
NTST = pr.bounce.NTST(i);
wts = mesh.wts1; % Gauss weights
kas = mesh.kas1; % Warping coefficients
tot = tot + (0.5*T/NTST)*sum(xcn.*xcn ,1)*(wts.*kas)’;
end
end
if strcmp(command , ’data’)
res = sqrt(tot);
end
end
The bounce_construct_segs function adds the bounce zero problem en-
coded in bounce_F to the continuation problem structure. This function is
called by bounce_add.
function [prob, data] = bounce_construct_segs(prob, data, sol)
[data, sol] = init_data(data, sol);
pr = data.pr;
u0 = [];
t0 = [];
tEst = 0;
for i = 1:pr.nsegs
u0 = [u0; sol{i}.u0];
t0 = [t0; sol{i}.t0];
tEst = tEst + sol{i}.T;
end
x1 = pr.x0{pr.nsegs};
est = pr.bypass_han(x1(end,:)’, pr.p0);
u0 = [u0; est; tEst];
prob = coco_add_func(prob, pr.bounce.fid, @bounce_F , data, ...
’zero’, ’u0’, u0, ’t0’, t0, ’remesh’, ...
@bounce_remesh , ’F+DF’);
uidx = coco_get_func_data(prob, ’bounce’, ’uidx’);
idx = uidx(pr.seg_idx{pr.nsegs});
maps = pr.chatter_seq{pr.nsegs}.maps;
prob = coco_add_pars(prob, ’pars’, idx(maps.p_idx), pr.pnames);
data.pr = pr;
end
function [data, sol] = init_data(data, sol)
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pr = data.pr;
pr.bounce.fid = coco_get_id(pr.oid, ’bounce’);
pr.chatter_seq = cell(pr.nsegs, 1);
pr.seg_idx = cell(pr.nsegs, 1);
offset = 0;
for i = 1:pr.nsegs
t0 = sol{i}.tbp;
NCOL = pr.bounce.NCOL(i);
seg.int = coll_interval(NCOL, pr.xdim);
NTST = pr.bounce.NTST(i);
seg.maps = coll_maps(seg.int, NTST, pr.pdim);
if t0(end)-t0(1)>eps
t = linspace(0, NTST, numel(t0));
tt = interp1(t, t0-t0(1), 0:NTST, ’linear’);
%tt = interp1(t, t0, 0:NTST, ’linear ’);
tt = tt*(NTST/tt(end));
else
tt = 0:NTST;
end
seg.mesh = coll_mesh(seg.int, seg.maps, tt);
pr.chatter_seq{i} = seg;
pr.seg_idx{i} = [seg.maps.xbp_idx; seg.maps.T_idx; ...
seg.maps.p_idx] + offset;
invarIdx = [(1:pr.xdim)’; (numel(seg.maps.xtr)-...
pr.xdim-pr.pdim:numel(seg.maps.xtr))’];
seg.maps.xtr(invarIdx) = seg.maps.xtr(invarIdx) + offset;
seg.maps.xtrend = seg.maps.xtrend + offset;
offset = offset + numel(pr.seg_idx{i});
x0 = sol{i}.xbp;
if abs(sol{i}.T)>eps
t0 = (t0-t0(1))/sol{i}.T;
x0 = interp1(t0, x0, seg.mesh.tbp)’;
else
x0 = repmat(x0(1,:), size(seg.mesh.tbp))’;
end
sol{i}.u0 = [x0(:); sol{i}.T; sol{i}.p];
if ~isempty(sol{i}.t0)
x0_t = sol{i}.xbp_t0;
if abs(sol{i}.T)>eps
x0_t = interp1(t0, x0_t, seg.mesh.tbp)’;
else
x0_t = repmat(x0_t(1,:), size(seg.mesh.tbp))’;
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end
sol{i}.t0 = [x0_t(:); sol{i}.T_t0; sol{i}.p_t0];
end
end
pr.bypass_idx = offset + (1:pr.xdim -2);
pr.totT_idx = max(pr.bypass_idx)+1;
data.pr = pr;
end
function [data, y, J] = bounce_F(prob, data, u)
pr = data.pr;
y = [];
glu = [];
gluJ = zeros(pr.nsegs -1,numel(u)-pr.xdim+1);
k = 1;
e_j = [];
J = [];
totT = u(pr.totT_idx);
incT = 0;
tIdxs = [];
idxL = pr.seg_idx{pr.nsegs};
u_segL = u(idxL);
mapsL = pr.chatter_seq{pr.nsegs}.maps;
for i = 1:pr.nsegs
segIdx = pr.seg_idx{i};
u_seg = u(segIdx);
seg = pr.chatter_seq{i};
maps = seg.maps;
mesh = seg.mesh;
x = u_seg(maps.xbp_idx);
T = u_seg(maps.T_idx);
p = u_seg(maps.p_idx);
xcn = reshape(maps.W*x, maps.x_shp);
pcn = repmat(p, maps.p_rep);
fcn = pr.ode_F(pr, T*mesh.tcn’, xcn, pcn);
ode = mesh.fka.*fcn;
ode = (0.5*T/maps.NTST)*ode(:)-maps.Wp*x;
cnt = maps.Q*x;
y = [y; ode; cnt];
fdxcn = pr.ode_DFDX(pr, T*mesh.tcn’, xcn, pcn);
dxode = mesh.dxka.*fdxcn;
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dxode = sparse(maps.dxrows, maps.dxcols , dxode(:));
dxode = (0.5*T/maps.NTST)*dxode*maps.W-maps.Wp;
pr.bounce_Jx = dxode;
if nargout >=3
fdtcn = pr.ode_DFDT(pr, T*mesh.tcn’, xcn, pcn);
dTode = mesh.fka.*(fcn+T*fdtcn.*...
repmat(mesh.tcn’,[pr.xdim 1]));
dTode = (0.5/maps.NTST)*dTode(:);
fdpcn = pr.ode_DFDP(pr, T*mesh.tcn’, xcn, pcn);
dpode = mesh.dpka.*fdpcn;
dpode = sparse(maps.dprows, maps.dpcols , dpode(:));
dpode = (0.5*T/maps.NTST)*dpode;
J = blkdiag(J, [dxode dTode dpode; maps.Q ...
sparse(maps.Qnum ,1+maps.pdim)]);
end
% gather parameter glueing conditions
if i < pr.nsegs
glu = [glu; u_segL(mapsL.p_idx) - u_seg(maps.p_idx)];
if nargout >=3
for j = 1:numel(mapsL.p_idx)
gluJ(k, idxL(mapsL.p_idx(j))) = 1;
gluJ(k, segIdx(maps.p_idx(j))) = -1;
k = k+1;
end
end
end
% gather event and jump conditions
if i < pr.nsegs
u_temp = u(pr.seg_idx{i+1});
x0 = u_temp(pr.chatter_seq{i+1}.maps.x0_idx);
e_j = [e_j; pr.F(pr.hhan, x(end-pr.xdim+1:end),p); ...
x0 - pr.F(pr.ghan,x(end-pr.xdim+1:end), p)];
else
xInf = u(pr.bypass_idx);
e_j = [e_j; pr.F(pr.hhan, x(end-pr.xdim+1:end),p); ...
xInf - pr.F(pr.bp_han, x(end-pr.xdim+1:end), p)];
end
incT = incT + T;
tIdxs = [tIdxs; segIdx(maps.T_idx)];
end
% append parameter glue
y = [y; glu];
if nargout >=3
J = [J; gluJ];
end
% append event conditions and jump maps
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y = [y; e_j];
if nargout >=3
J = jump_DFDU(prob, data, u, J);
end
% total time condition
y = [y; totT - incT];
if nargout >=3
J(end+1, tIdxs) = -1;
J(end, pr.totT_idx) = 1;
end
data.pr = pr;
end
function J = jump_DFDU(prob, data, u, J)
pr = data.pr;
r = numel(J(:,1))+1;
for i = 1:(pr.nsegs)
idx = pr.seg_idx{i};
u_seg = u(idx);
maps = pr.chatter_seq{i}.maps;
x1 = u_seg(maps.x1_idx);
p = u_seg(maps.p_idx);
J(r, idx([maps.x1_idx; maps.p_idx])) = pr.DF(pr.hhan, ...
pr.dhdxhan , ...
pr.dhdphan , x1, p);
if i < pr.nsegs
J(r+(1:data.xdim), idx(maps.p_idx(end))+(1:data.xdim)) = ...
eye(pr.xdim);
J(r+(1:pr.xdim), idx([maps.x1_idx; maps.p_idx])) = -1 * ...
pr.DF(pr.ghan, pr.dgdxhan , pr.dgdphan , x1, p);
elseif i == pr.nsegs
xInf = u(pr.bypass_idx);
J(r+(1:numel(xInf)), pr.bypass_idx) = eye(numel(xInf));
J(r+(1:numel(xInf)), idx([maps.x1_idx; maps.p_idx])) = ...
-1 * pr.DF(pr.bp_han, pr.bp_dx, pr.bp_dp, x1, p);
end
r = r + pr.xdim + 1;
end
data.pr = pr;
end
function [prob, stat, xtr] = bounce_remesh(prob, data, ...
chart, ub, Vb)
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pr = data.pr;
cdata = coco_get_chart_data(chart, pr.bounce.tbid);
oldNsegs = pr.nsegs;
if cdata.err(3) > pr.bounce.bpINC
pr.nsegs = pr.nsegs + 1;
pr.chatter_seq{pr.nsegs} = pr.chatter_seq{pr.nsegs -1};
pr.bounce_tst.segs{pr.nsegs} = ...
pr.bounce_tst.segs{pr.nsegs -1};
pr.seg_idx{pr.nsegs} = pr.seg_idx{pr.nsegs -1};
pr.x0{pr.nsegs} = pr.x0{pr.nsegs -1};
pr.t0{pr.nsegs} = pr.t0{pr.nsegs -1};
pr.bounce_tst.M0{pr.nsegs} = pr.bounce_tst.M0{pr.nsegs -1};
pr.bounce_tst.P{pr.nsegs} = pr.bounce_tst.P{pr.nsegs -1};
cdata.seg_errs = [cdata.seg_errs; cdata.seg_errs(end-1:end)];
pr.bounce.nsegs = pr.nsegs;
pr.bounce_tst.nsegs = pr.nsegs;
pr.bounce.NTST(pr.nsegs) = pr.bounce.NTST(pr.nsegs -1);
pr.bounce.NCOL(pr.nsegs) = pr.bounce.NCOL(pr.nsegs -1);
elseif cdata.err(3) < pr.bounce.bpDEC
pr.nsegs = pr.nsegs - 1;
pr.bounce.nsegs = pr.nsegs;
end
ua = [];
Va = [];
xtr = [];
offset = 0;
bounce = pr.bounce;
for k = 1:pr.nsegs
seg = pr.chatter_seq{k};
int = seg.int;
maps = seg.maps;
mesh = seg.mesh;
ub_seg = ub(pr.seg_idx{k});
Vb_seg = Vb(pr.seg_idx{k},:);
xtr_seg = maps.xtr; % Current invariant elements
u = ub_seg(maps.xbp_idx);
V = Vb_seg(maps.xbp_idx ,:);
cp = reshape(maps.Wm*u, [int.dim bounce.NTST(k)]);
cp = sqrt(sum(cp.^2,1));
cp = nthroot(cp, int.NCOL);
cpmn = nthroot(0.5*(bounce.TOLINC+bounce.TOLDEC)/maps.wn, int.NCOL);
ka = mesh.ka;
s = bounce.SAD;
F = [0 cumsum((1-s)*cpmn*ka + s*cp, 2)];
t = [0 cumsum(ka, 2)];
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NTSTi = min(ceil(maps.NTST*1.1+1), bounce.NTSTMX);
NTSTd = max(ceil(maps.NTST/1.025-1), bounce.NTSTMN);
err = cdata.seg_errs(k);
maps2 = maps;
if err>bounce.TOLINC && maps.NTST~=NTSTi
bounce.NTST(k) = NTSTi;
maps2 = coll_maps(int, NTSTi, maps.pdim);
elseif err<bounce.TOLDEC && maps.NTST~=NTSTd
bounce.NTST(k) = NTSTd;
maps2 = coll_maps(int, NTSTd, maps.pdim);
end
th = linspace(0, F(end), maps2.NTST+1);
tt = interp1(F, t*(maps2.NTST/t(end)), th, ’pchip’);
mesh2 = coll_mesh(int, maps2, tt);
tbp = mesh.tbp(maps.tbp_idx); % New basepoints
xbp = reshape(u, maps.xbp_shp);
xbp = xbp(:, maps.tbp_idx);
x0 = interp1(tbp’, xbp’, mesh2.tbp, ’pchip’)’;
u1 = x0(:);
V1 = zeros(numel(mesh2.tbp)*int.dim, size(V,2));
for i=1:size(V,2)
vbp = reshape(V(:,i), maps.xbp_shp);
vbp = vbp(:, maps.tbp_idx);
v0 = interp1(tbp’, vbp’, mesh2.tbp, ’pchip’)’;
V1(:,i) = v0(:);
end
if k == pr.nsegs && oldNsegs > pr.nsegs
xtr_seg([(1:pr.xdim)’; maps.xtrend]) = 0;
xtr_seg2 = xtr_seg;
xtr_seg2(maps.xtrend) = maps2.xtr(maps2.xtrend) + offset;
xtr_seg = [xtr_seg; xtr_seg2];
elseif k == oldNsegs && oldNsegs < pr.nsegs
xtr_seg = [];
elseif k == 1
xtr_seg(1:pr.xdim) = maps2.xtr(1:pr.xdim);
xtr_seg(maps.xtrend) = 0;
elseif k == pr.nsegs
xtr_seg(1:pr.xdim) = 0;
xtr_seg(maps.xtrend) = maps2.xtr(maps2.xtrend) + offset;
else
xtr_seg([(1:pr.xdim)’; maps.xtrend]) = 0;
end
xtr = [xtr; xtr_seg];
seg.maps = maps2;
seg.mesh = mesh2;
pr.chatter_seq{k} = seg;
pr.seg_idx{k} = (1:numel(maps2.xtr))’ + offset;
offset = offset + numel(pr.seg_idx{k});
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ua = [ua; u1; ub_seg(maps.Tp_idx)];
Va = [Va; V1; Vb_seg(maps.Tp_idx ,:)];
end
xInf = ub(pr.bypass_idx);
totT = ub(pr.totT_idx);
ua = [ua; xInf; totT];
Va = [Va; zeros(numel(xInf)+1, numel(Va(1,:)))];
pr.bypass_idx = (numel(ua)-numel(xInf)):numel(ua)-1;
pr.totT_idx = pr.bypass_idx(end) + 1;
xtr = [xtr; pr.bypass_idx ’; pr.totT_idx];
pr.bounce = bounce;
data.pr = pr;
prob = coco_change_func(prob, data, ’u0’, ua, ’vecs’, Va);
stat = ’success’;
end
The bounce_construct_err function appends monitor functions associated
with the discretization error of the collocation zero problem and the trunca-
tion error associated with the application of the bypass map. This function
is called in bounce_add.
function [prob, data] = bounce_construct_err(prob, data)
fid = data.bounce.fid;
uidx = coco_get_func_data(prob, fid, ’uidx’);
prob = coco_add_chart_data(prob, fid, struct(), struct());
efid = coco_get_id(fid, {’err’ ’err_TF’});
pfid = {’max_err’, ’max_err_TF’, ’bp_err’, ’bp_err_TF’};
prob = coco_add_func(prob, efid{1}, @bounce_err , data, ...
’regular’, pfid, ’uidx’, uidx, ...
’remesh’, @bounce_err_remesh , ’passChart’);
prob = coco_add_event(prob, ’MXCL’, ’MX’, pfid{2}, ’>’, 1);
prob = coco_add_event(prob, ’MXCL’, ’MX’, pfid{4}, ’>’, 1);
end
function [data, chart, y] = bounce_err(prob, data, chart, u)
pr = data.pr;
cdata = coco_get_chart_data(chart, pr.bounce.tbid);
if isfield(cdata, ’err’)
y = cdata.err;
else
y = [];
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for i = 1:pr.nsegs
seg = pr.chatter_seq{i};
int = seg.int;
maps = seg.maps;
u_seg = u(pr.seg_idx{i});
cp = reshape(maps.Wm*u_seg(maps.xbp_idx), ...
[int.dim pr.bounce.NTST(i)]);
y1 = maps.wn*max(sqrt(sum(cp.^2,1)));
y = [y; y1];
end
[~, idx] = max(abs(y));
cdata.err = [y(idx); y(idx)/pr.bounce.TOL];
cdata.seg_errs = y;
y = cdata.err;
% bypass map error estimate
x1 = u_seg(maps.x1_idx);
p = u_seg(maps.p_idx);
[~, b_err] = data.bp_han(x1, p);
y = [y; b_err; b_err/pr.bounce.TOL];
cdata.err = y;
chart = coco_set_chart_data(chart, data.bounce.tbid, cdata);
end
end
function [prob, stat, xtr] = bounce_err_remesh(prob, data, ...
chart, ub, Vb)
uidx = coco_get_func_data(prob, data.bounce.tbid, ’uidx’);
idx = [];
for i = 1:data.nsegs
idx = [idx; uidx(data.seg_idx{i})];
end
xtr = [];
prob = coco_change_func(prob, data, ’uidx’, idx);
stat = ’success’;
end
The bounce_construct_var function appends a monitor function of the
associated variational problem and is called in bounce_add.
function [prob, data] = bounce_construct_var(prob, data)
data = init_data(prob, data);
fid = data.bounce_tst.fid;
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uidx = coco_get_func_data(prob, data.bounce.tbid, ’uidx’);
prob = coco_add_chart_data(prob, fid, [], []);
prob = coco_add_func(prob, fid, @var, data, ’regular’, {}, ...
’uidx’, uidx, ’remesh’, @remesh , ’passChart’);
prob = coco_add_slot(prob, fid, @var_update , data, ’update’);
end
function data = init_data(prob, data)
pr = data.pr;
tst.nsegs = pr.nsegs;
tst.p_idx = pr.chatter_seq{1}.maps.p_idx;
tst.la_idx1 = [];
tst.la_idx2 = [];
tst.fid = coco_get_id(pr.oid, ’bounce.test’);
pr.bounce_tst = tst;
data.pr = pr;
data.no_save = [ data.no_save { ’bounce_tst.la_idx1’ ...
’bounce_tst.la_idx2’ } ];
u = coco_get_func_data(prob, pr.bounce.fid, ’u0’);
for i = 1:pr.bounce.nsegs
u_seg = u(pr.seg_idx{i});
seg = pr.chatter_seq{i};
dim = pr.xdim;
mesh = seg.mesh;
maps = seg.maps;
ctst.M0_idx = maps.x0_idx;
ctst.M1_idx = maps.x1_idx;
ctst.row0 = [eye(dim) zeros(dim, maps.xbp_idx(end)-dim)];
ctst.rhs0 = zeros(maps.xbp_idx(end)-dim, dim);
switch pr.bounce.method
case ’2I’
wts = kron(mesh.wts1, eye(dim));
ctst.B1 = (0.5/maps.NTST)*(wts*maps.W);
ctst.rhs = [2*eye(dim); ...
zeros(maps.xbp_idx(end)-dim, dim)];
ctst.la1 = 0.5;
ctst.la2 = 0.5;
case ’3I’
ze = sparse(dim, maps.xbp_idx(end)-2*dim);
ctst.B1 = [speye(dim) ze speye(dim)];
ctst.rhs = [3*eye(dim); ...
zeros(maps.xbp_idx(end)-dim, dim)];
ctst.la1 = 2/3;
ctst.la2 = 1-ctst.la1;
otherwise
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error(’%s: unknown mode’, mfilename);
end
ctst.B2 = (0.5/pr.bounce.NTST(i))*maps.W’*mesh.wts2*maps.W;
x = u_seg(maps.xbp_idx);
T = u_seg(maps.T_idx);
p = u_seg(maps.p_idx);
xcn = reshape(maps.W*x, maps.x_shp);
pcn = repmat(p, maps.p_rep);
fdxcn = data.ode_DFDX(data, T*mesh.tcn’, xcn, pcn);
dxode = mesh.dxka.*fdxcn;
dxode = sparse(maps.dxrows, maps.dxcols , dxode(:));
dxode = (0.5*T/maps.NTST)*dxode*maps.W-maps.Wp;
J0 = [dxode; maps.Q];
M0 = repmat(eye(dim), [pr.bounce.NTST(i)*...
(pr.bounce.NCOL(i)+1) 1]);
M = [ctst.B1+M0’*ctst.B2; J0]\ctst.rhs;
betas = linspace(0,1,max(1,pr.bounce.NBeta)+1);
for beta = betas(2:end)
J1 = beta*J0;
It = 1;
while It<pr.bounce.NBItMX && norm((M(:)-M0(:)))>0.1
M0 = ctst.la1*M0 + ctst.la2*M;
J = [ctst.B1+M0’*ctst.B2; J1];
M = J\ctst.rhs;
It = It+1;
end
end
ctst.M0 = ctst.la1*M0 + ctst.la2*M;
ctst.row = ctst.B1+M’*ctst.B2;
pr.bounce_tst.segs{i} = ctst;
end
data.pr = pr;
data.protect(’bounce_tst’);
data.no_save = [ data.no_save { ’bounce_tst’ } ];
end
function [data, chart, y] = var(prob, data, chart, u)
pr = data.pr;
tstB = pr.bounce_tst;
ctst = tstB.segs;
for i = 1:pr.nsegs
u_seg = u(pr.seg_idx{i});
seg = pr.chatter_seq{i};
tst = pr.bounce_tst.segs{i};
maps = seg.maps;
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mesh = seg.mesh;
x = u_seg(maps.xbp_idx);
T = u_seg(maps.T_idx);
p = u_seg(maps.p_idx);
xcn = reshape(maps.W*x, maps.x_shp);
pcn = repmat(p, maps.p_rep);
fdxcn = pr.ode_DFDX(pr, T*mesh.tcn’, xcn, pcn);
dfode = mesh.dxka.*fdxcn;
dfode = sparse(maps.dxrows, maps.dxcols , dfode(:));
dfode = (0.5*T/maps.NTST)*dfode*maps.W-maps.Wp;
J = [tst.row; dfode; maps.Q];
tst.M = J\tst.rhs;
ctst{i} = tst;
tstB.M0{i} = tst.M(tst.M0_idx ,:);
end
tstB.segs = ctst;
pr.bounce_tst = tstB;
data.pr = pr;
P = bounce_P(prob, data, u);
M = P{1};
for i = 2:pr.nsegs
M = P{i}*M;
end
tstB.P = P;
tstB.bounce_M = M;
pr.bounce_tst = tstB;
data.pr = pr;
y = [];
end
function P = bounce_P(prob, data, u)
pr = data.pr;
tst = pr.bounce_tst;
P = cell(1,tst.nsegs);
p = u(tst.p_idx); % Problem parameters
for i=1:pr.nsegs
u_seg = u(pr.seg_idx{i});
seg = pr.chatter_seq{i};
maps = seg.maps;
ctst = pr.bounce_tst.segs{i};
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M0 = ctst.M(ctst.M0_idx ,:);
M1 = ctst.M(ctst.M1_idx ,:);
x1 = u_seg(maps.x1_idx); % Segment end point at t=1
dim = numel(x1);
fs = pr.ode_F(data, 0, x1, p);
dhdx = pr.DF(pr.hhan, pr.dhdxhan , pr.dhdphan , x1, p);
if i < pr.nsegs
dgdx = - pr.DF(pr.ghan, pr.dgdxhan , pr.dgdphan , x1, p);
elseif i == pr.nsegs
dgdx = pr.DF(pr.bypass_han , pr.bypass_dx , ...
pr.bypass_dp , x1, p);
end
P{i} = dgdx(:,1:pr.xdim) * (eye(dim) - ...
(fs*dhdx(1:pr.xdim))/(dhdx(1:pr.xdim)*fs)) * M1/M0;
end
end
function data = var_update(prob, data, cseg, varargin)
pr = data.pr;
u = coco_get_func_data(prob, data.bounce.tbid, ’u0’);
tstB = pr.bounce_tst;
for i = 1:pr.nsegs
u_seg = u(pr.seg_idx{i});
seg = pr.chatter_seq{i};
tst = pr.bounce_tst.segs{i};
maps = seg.maps;
mesh = seg.mesh;
x = u_seg(maps.xbp_idx);
T = u_seg(maps.T_idx);
p = u_seg(maps.p_idx);
xcn = reshape(maps.W*x, maps.x_shp);
pcn = repmat(p, maps.p_rep);
fdxcn = pr.ode_DFDX(pr, T*mesh.tcn’, xcn, pcn);
dxode = mesh.dxka.*fdxcn;
dxode = sparse(maps.dxrows, maps.dxcols , dxode(:));
dxode = (0.5*T/maps.NTST)*dxode*maps.W-maps.Wp;
J0 = [dxode; maps.Q];
if ~isempty(tstB.M0)
M0 = [tst.row0; J0]\[tstB.M0{i}; tst.rhs0];
else
M0 = tst.M0;
end
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M = [tst.B1+M0’*tst.B2; J0]\tst.rhs;
It = 1;
while It<pr.bounce.NBItMX && norm((M(:)-M0(:)))>0.1
M0 = tst.la1*M0 + tst.la2*M;
J = [tst.B1+M0’*tst.B2; J0];
M = J\tst.rhs;
It = It+1;
end
tst.M0 = tst.la1*M0 + tst.la2*M;
tst.row = tst.B1+M’*tst.B2;
pr.bounce_tst.segs{i} = tst;
end
data.pr = pr;
end
function [prob, stat, xtr] = remesh(prob, data, chart, ub, Vb)
pr = data.pr;
for i = 1:pr.nsegs
seg = pr.chatter_seq{i};
tst = pr.bounce_tst.segs{i};
dim = seg.int.dim;
maps = seg.maps;
mesh = seg.mesh;
tst.row0 = [eye(dim) zeros(dim, maps.xbp_idx(end)-dim)];
tst.rhs0 = zeros(maps.xbp_idx(end)-dim, dim);
tst.M1_idx = maps.xbp_idx(end-dim+(1:dim));
switch pr.bounce.method
case ’2I’
wts = kron(mesh.wts1, eye(dim));
tst.B1 = (0.5/maps.NTST)*(wts*maps.W);
tst.rhs = [2*eye(dim); ...
zeros(maps.xbp_idx(end)-dim, dim)];
tst.la1 = 0.5;
tst.la2 = 0.5;
case ’3I’
ze = sparse(dim, maps.xbp_idx(end)-2*dim);
tst.B1 = [speye(dim) ze speye(dim)];
tst.rhs = [3*eye(dim); ...
zeros(maps.xbp_idx(end)-dim, dim)];
tst.la1 = 2/3;
tst.la2 = 1-tst.la1;
otherwise
error(’%s: unknown mode’, mfilename);
end
tst.B2 = (0.5/pr.bounce.NTST(i))*maps.W’*mesh.wts2*maps.W;
pr.bounce_tst.segs{i} = tst;
end
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data.pr = pr;
xtr = [];
uidx = coco_get_func_data(prob, pr.bounce.tbid, ’uidx’);
prob = coco_change_func(prob, data, ’uidx’, uidx);
stat = ’success’;
end
The bounce_read_solution function returns a cell array of the time history
of each segment in the chatter sequence and is used by the user to retrieve
results of a particular continuation run involving an instance of the bounce
toolbox.
function [sol, data] = bounce_read_solution(oid, run, varargin)
if isempty(oid) && isempty(run)
[sol, data] = read_sol_from(varargin{:});
return
end
if nargin <3
[oid, run, lab] = coco_deal(’’, oid, run);
else
lab = varargin{1};
end
info = coco_read_tb_info(oid, run, lab, ’seg’);
format = info.format;
branch_type = info.branch_type;
tbid = coco_get_id(oid, ’bounce’);
[data, chart, uidx] = coco_read_solution(tbid, run, lab, ...
’data’, ’chart’, ’uidx’);
sol = cell(1, data.nsegs);
for i=1:data.nsegs
seg_idx = data.seg_idx{i};
sol{i} = struct(’format’, format, ’branch_type’, ...
branch_type ,’pt_type’, chart.pt_type , ’u’, ...
chart.x(seg_idx), ’t’, chart.t(seg_idx));
sol{i} = read_coll(sol{i}, data, chart, i);
end
end
function [sol, data] = read_sol_from(data)
% Construct solution structure from data.
t0 = data.t0;
x0 = data.x0;
p0 = data.p0;
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data.xdim = numel(x0{1}(1,:));
data.pdim = numel(p0);
data.nsegs = numel(t0);
sol = cell(data.nsegs ,1);
for i = 1:data.nsegs
assert(ndims(t0{i})==2 && min(size(t0{i}))==1, ...
’%s: input for ’’t0’’ is not a vector’, mfilename);
assert(ndims(x0{i})==2, ...
’%s: input for ’’x0’’ is not an array of vectors’, ...
mfilename);
assert(numel(x0{i}(:,1))==numel(t0{i}), ...
’%s: dimensions of ’’t0’’ and ’’x0’’ do not match’, ...
mfilename);
end
for i = 1:data.nsegs
sol{i}.tbp = t0{i};
sol{i}.xbp = x0{i};
sol{i}.T = sol{i}.tbp(end)-sol{i}.tbp(1);
sol{i}.p = p0(:);
sol{i}.t0 = [];
end
end
function [sol, data] = read_coll(sol, data, chart, segNo)
seg = data.chatter_seq{segNo};
maps = seg.maps;
mesh = seg.mesh;
sol.tbp = mesh.tbp(maps.tbp_idx)*sol.u(maps.T_idx);
xbp = reshape(sol.u(maps.xbp_idx), maps.xbp_shp)’;
sol.xbp = xbp(maps.tbp_idx ,:);
sol.T = sol.u(maps.T_idx);
sol.p = sol.u(maps.p_idx);
sol.t0 = [];
switch upper(sol.pt_type)
case ’BP’
cdata = coco_get_chart_data(chart, ’lsol’);
if isempty(cdata)
coco_warn([], 1, 1, ...
’%s: can not find restart data for branch-switching\n’,
mfilename);
else
xbp_t = reshape(sol.t(maps.xbp_idx), maps.xbp_shp)’;
sol.xbp_t = xbp_t(maps.tbp_idx ,:);
sol.T_t = sol.t(maps.T_idx);
sol.p_t = sol.t(maps.p_idx);
sol.t0 = cdata.v(uidx);
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xbp_t0 = reshape(sol.t0(maps.xbp_idx),maps.xbp_shp)’;
sol.xbp_t0 = xbp_t0(maps.tbp_idx ,:);
sol.T_t0 = sol.t0(maps.T_idx);
sol.p_t0 = sol.t0(maps.p_idx);
end
end
end
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